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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Answers are occasionally omitted or reference is made to eMier Supplements in which questions of substantially the same form, together with 
the answers, have been published. Some answers contain more detail than would be expected from candidates under examination conditions.

TELEGRAPHY B, 1973 (continued)

Q. 7. A telegram is originated by a customer using a public cad- 
ofiice; the telegram is for delivery by hand in a distant city.

(a) Describe how the telegram is handled at each stage of trans- 
mis.sifn.

(b) Explain how the customer is chargedfor the call.
(c) How would the routing of the telegram be changed if the addressee 

were a telex subscriber .

A. 7. See A. 7, Telegraphy B, 1970. Supplement, Vol. 64, p. 27, 
July 1971.

Q. 8. (a) Explain how sparking may occur at a contact when an 
elecric circui is broken. '

(b) Where is this likely to occur in a telegraph circuit and what are 
the effects ?

(c) What means are adopted to reduce sparring? Draw a circuit 
diagram showing typical values and explain how this operates.

A. 8. (a) When an inductive circuit is disconnected, the stored 
electro-magnetic energy causes the generation of an e.m.f. which tends 
to maintain the direction of the current flow. If the inductance of the 
circuit is of a high value and the circuit is broken almost instantan
eously, an e.m.f. of considerable value may be generated. This may be of 
sufficient magnitude to break down the insulation of the air gap and 
cause a spark, or arc, at the point where the circuit is broken.

The stored energy = §L12, whereL is the value of the inductance in 
henrys and I is the value of the current in amperes. The induced e.m.f. 
= —L x (the rate of change of the current). The negative sign indicates 
that the e.m.f. is in the reverse direction to the applied e.m.f.

(b) Telegraph circuits contain inductors in the form of receive 
magnets, filters or relays. The telegraph circuiit is made or broken by 
the transmitter contacts at frequent intervals to provide the telegraph 
signals. Arcing occurs at these contacts, causing the transfer of contact 
material from one contact to the other, forming a pip on one contact 
and a crater on the other. These irregularities increase the contact 
resistance and may reduce the contact gap to such an extent that the 
contacts weld and become inoperative.

(c) Sparking is reduced by connecting a spark-quench circuit across 
the load. This prevents the formation of an are by absorbing the energy 
stored in the inductive circuit. The sketch shows a typical telegraph 
circuit with a spark-quench circuit consisstng of a 1 pF capacitor 
connected in series with a resistor of 1 kohm; the spark-quench 
circuit is connected as near to the transmitter contact as possible.

When the inductive circuit is broken, or the polarity is reversed, the 
induced e.m.f. causes current to flow to charge the capacit01■. If the 
capacctor alone is provided and if it is of sufllcient capacitance, the 
voltags across the capacctor does not rise to a value high enough to 
cause sparking whilst the contact gap opens. The inductive energy is 
dissipated by surges of current between the inductor and capaetor. 
However, a capacctor of high value permits a high charging current 
to flow when the contacts close, and this current may damage the 
contacts in a similar manner to the spark. To prevent this, a resistor 
is connected in series with the capacctor, and this, in turn, limits the 
efficiency of the quenciring circuit, as it reduces the charging rate of 
the capacctor when the circuit is broken. The values of capacitance 
and resistance chosen are a compromise depending on the inductance, 
the value of induced current, the rate of opening of the contact, and the 
contact materia.

Q. 9. An electromagnetic telegraph relay is to be tested after a long 
period of use.

(a) Describe (i) the tests which would be applied to the relay, and 
(d) the adjustments which may be necesssuy.

(b) What other work may be required before the relay can be put back 
into service.

A. 9. (a) (i) and (ii) The first test to be applied to the relay is 
the d.c. test. Sketch (a) shows the connexions. The relay coil is

(a)

energized and the milliammeter shows whether current is flowing 
through the contact. Reversal of the coil current causes the milli
ammeter to give an indica'ton. of the opposite polarity to check the 
other contact. If there is no current flowing, the relay contacts require 
cleaning and adjusting. If the tongue and contacts are bunched, both 
bulb resistors glow, indicating that the contacts require adjustment.

With the same circuit connected, but with an alternating current 
applied to the coil, a test may be made of the bias (or neutrallty) of 
the relay. The meter has a vibrating deflexion, the mean posHion 
of which indicates the bias of the relay. The relay contacts should be 
moved to the left or to the right until the mete- vibrates about zero, 
indicating that the tongue is resstng on each contact for the same 
length of time. More accurate adjustments may be made if the mete- 
shunt is removed; this gives a larger deflexion.
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TELEGRAPHY B, 1973 (continued)

To check the transit time of the relay, the milliammeter is connected 
as m sketch (b) and the 0011 is again energized by an alternating TO OTHER APPARATUS ROOMS

(b)
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current. Using this test, the meter is short-circuited whilst the tongue 
rests on either contact. Current only passes whilst the tongue is in 
transit between the contacts. The transit time may be calculated by 
measuring the deflexion on the meter and applying a formula which 
depends on the frequency of the vibration, the constants of the 
ammeter and circuit, and the ratio of the meter deflexion whilst 
vibrating to the meter deflexion with direct current applied.

The d.c. sensiiivity of the relay is tested by connecting the meter as 
in sketch (a) and applying the minimum current to the coil to cause the 
tongue to move to the opposite contact. Reversaa of the col current 
should cause the reversal of the current in the meter, showing that the 
tongue has moved. If the meter does not deflect in either direction, the 
relay is out of adjustment.

(b) Before testing the relay, all dirt and metallic particles should be 
removed and the relay should be thoroughly cleaned. The contacts 
should be burnished and surface irregularities removed by the use of a 
file, a burnisher and a chamois leather. The alignment of the contacts 
should also be checked. The anti-chatter springs shoidd be checked 
and the tension adjusted. The relay is then ready for testing.

Q. 10. (a) Draw a diagram to illustrate the distribution of power 
supplies in a telex exchange, showing the location of any protective 
devices.

(b) What factors govern
(I) the sizes of the distribution conductors, and
(ii) the capaccty of the batteries to be provided?

A. 10. (a) A diagram illustrating the distribution of 50-volt power 
supplies in a telex exchange is shown in the sketch. For ±80-volt 
signaling supplies, a similar distribution is used.

(b) (i) The size of a distribution cable depends on the voltage drop 
that may be allowed and on the current rating of the cable. Typical
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values of permissible voltage drop between various stages of the power 
distribution are as follows.
Mains distribution to motors or rectifiers 0-5 volt.
Rectifier to power switchboard 0- 5 volt.
Battery to power switchboard 0-25 volt.
Switchboard to apparatus rooms (80-voot supply) i volt.
Switchboard to apparatus room (SO-voH supply) 0'15 volt.

Each value is for the maximum load current. The cost of dissribution 
conductors is hi^i and, as the cost is inversely proportion^ to the 
voltage drop, the size of the conductor should be calculated for the 
maximum permissible voltage drop. When the optimum size of the 
cable has been calculated, a suitable choice is made from the standard 
sizes of cable. The cable chosen is then checked for current rating to 
ensure that the cable is capable of carrying fault current up to the 
maximum value allowed by the fuse without overheating,

(ii) Batteries are provided to ensure continuity of operation of the 
exchange in case the mains supply fails. For small exchanges, the 
battery normally has a capacity of at leass two day-loads; for larger 
exchalgWtWhich are provided with autoInatLcaiIy-starting, engine-driven 
alternator sets, the batteries are only sufficient to satisfy the busy-hour 
load. For each type of exchange, the capacity of the battery is calculated 
on the maximum load which the exchange is designcd to carry.

The busy-hour consumption of any group of equipment is deter
mined by calctualing the product of the traffic to be carted in erlangs 
and the average value of the current during a call of average 
d nation.

LINE PLANT PRACTICE B, 1973
Students were expected to answer any six questions

Q. 1. (a) Describe in detaii the campacting-faccor test for a sample 
of concrete.

(b) For what type of concrete mix is this test particularly suited, and 
why?

A. 1. See A.1, Line Plant Practice B, 1969. Supplement, Vol. 63, 
p. 34, July 1970.

Q. 2. Describe the tests that would be carried out on a 0-8km 
section of audio-type, paper-insulated cable which does not require 
balancing.

A. 2. The tests carried out on an 0-8km section of audio-type, 
paper-insulated cable, which does not require balancing, are deSgned 
to prove ' "

(a) the continuity of the conductors,
(b) the absence of wire-crosses between pairs,
(c) freedom from wire-to-wire and wire-to-earth contacts,
(d) the insulation resistance is correct, and
(e) the absence of air-leakage under air pressure.

Testfor Continidty, Crosses and Contacts
It is possible to carry out tests for all of these conditions in one 

sequence.
At the remote end of the cable under test, the two wires of each 

pair are twisted together and insulated with a paper sleeve. All the 
conductors at the testing end are connected together with tinned 
copper wire, one end of which is earthed by soodering it to the 
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auminium-foii moisture barrier under the polyethylene sheath of the 
cable.

One par at a time is taken from the earthed bunch; one wire is 
connected as shown in sketch (a), whilst the other wire ls insulated.

.HIRE JOIHEDTO REST OF BUNCH-

^ALUHINIUH-FOIL MOISTURE 
BARRIER UNDER CABLE SHEATH

EACH PAIR 
LOOPED AND 
INSULATED

(b)

No deflexion on the detector indicates that the pair is clear of wire or 
earth contacts, and crosses. The insulated wire is returned to the 
earthed bunch, as shown in sketch (b), and a deflexion on the 
detector indicates continuity of the pair. The tested pairr is then 
placed on one side, and the remaining pairs tested in a similar manner. 
If, on any par, a deflexxon larger than norm! is noted, a contact 
between the wires of the pair under test is indicated. Any faulty pairs 
should be reconnected to the earthed bunch before further pairs are 
IcsicL

Failure to detect a split pair' results in crosssalk, and this cannot be 
corrected by introducing a further cross; such action results in 
capacitive unbalance and causes severe crosssalk couplings.



LINE PLANT PRACTICE
Insulation-Reslstance Test

This test is carried out to ascertain the resistance of the insulation 
between conductors, and confirm that it falls within specified limits 
for the particular cable under test.

The conductors at the distant end are individually insulated from 
each other and from earth. At the testing end, the A-wires are bunched 
together, and so are the B-wires; in the case of quad cables the C- and 
D-wires are also individually bunched.

The insulation resistance between each group of wires and the 
remaining groups, joined to the cable earth, is measured with a 
500-volt ohmmeter. The ilsulltion resistance of the cable per kilometre 
inMohm/ktn is obtained by multiplying together the reading of the 
ohmmeter (in Mohms), the number of wires per group, and the length 
of the cable (km).

The insulation-resistance test proves the absence of contacts be
tween any of the groups, and between any of the wires of the cable 
and earth. It is possible to prove the absence of contacts between any 
of the individual wires of each of the groups in the following manner. 
AU the wires of the cable at the testing end are bunched together and 
earthed.A complete pair (or quad) is then withdrawn, and its insulaion 
resistance is measured with respect to the whole of the remaining wires. 
This is repeated until each pair has been tested.

Pressure Test
A pressure test is carried out on all Joints to ensure the effectiveness 

of the joint between the sleeve and the cable sheath. Air, which has 
been dried by being passed through a cylinder containing silica gel, 
is forced into an air valve, fitted to the joint sleeve, using an air
desiccator, the open end of the cable being sealed. When a pressure of 
approximately 65 kPa has been obtained at both ends of the sitton, the 
epoxy-resin wipes, sealing thejoint, are smeared with a bubble-forming 
solution and carefuHy examined for bubbles.

Following the removal of the desiccaato-, there shoidd be no 
observable drop in pressure within 24 h.

Jelly-filled cables cannot be pressure-tested, and a visual inspeCion 
must be relied upon, extra care being taken to ensure that the sheath 
seal is effective.

Q. 3. With the aid of sketches, describe how a submarine telephone 
cable with repeaters is iaidfrom a cable ship in deep water.

Q. 4. (a) With the aid of sketches, describe the equipment used for 
tracing the route and depth of a buried armoured cable.

Cb) Describe how this equipment would be used.

A. 4. (a) It is important to be able to locate underground cables 
and cable tracks without the need to excavate, as this is both cosly 
and time consuming. The principle of operation of the present equip
ment is that a lkHz signal is connected to the cable conductors, 
armouring or sheath, or to a metafiic service, the sigma seeting up 
ckcCric and magnetic fields along the route of the cable or service. 
At any point along the line of the route, the cable or service may 
be located and identified, or its depth determined, by drtecting the 
alternating magnetic field with a search coil, the detected signal bring 
amplified and fed to a headgear receiver.

The 1 kHz signal is produced from a transistor osciilator and the 
tone can be continuous or interrupted.

The search coil is a 180mmlong, rectangiuar coU, wound on a 
polystyrene former over a flat mu-metaa core. A capacitor is con
nected in parallel with the coil to tune it to have maximum senlitivity 
at approximately 1 kHz.

A transistor amplifier, with a variable gain of up to 70 dB, is 
used. The amplifier is connected to the search coil by a coaxial 
cable, and to a rocking-armature-type headgear receiver.

An aluminium plate, engraved with a quadrant depth-scale, with 
a freely moving pointer, serves as a depth-indicator.

(b) At asuitable point in the lineof the route of thecableto be locate!, 
whether at the main distribution frame, cabinet, pillf, distribution 
point, or any other iltrrmrdiatr point, the cable pairs are bunched 
and connected to the cable terminal of the oscUlator. If the buried 
cable is a working cable, the armouring may be used as a metallic 
path, provided that the armouring is bonded across any joints, and 
that the d.c. resistance is less than 100 ohms. The REMOTB earth 
terminal is connected to a low-resistance earth, either via an earth
spike driven into the ground to a depth of 0-75-1 m, approximatriy 
8-9 m from the cable, or via existing earths. These existing earths may 
be used only if they have a low-enough resistance, preferably less than 
100 ohms. The cable pairs, or armouring, at the distant end are also 
connected to a low-resistance earth, so that a strong magnetic field is 
produced by the current flowing in the cable.

The operator commences the search for the buried cable by moving 
the search coil from side to side across the line of the route of the cable. 
Initially, the search col is operated on its side,with the marking, 
maximum, uppermost. In this position, the search coil produces 
a maximum-amplitude sign! in the headgear receiver when it is 
directly above} the cable. To obtain a more accurate location, the

search coil is used upright, so that the marking, minimum, is 
uppermost. In this position, the operator will not hear any signal when 
the search coil is directly above the cable; this is known as the null 
point. Where it is necessity to record the line of the route of the cable, 
marking pegs are placed in the ground directly above the cable, and 
measurements taken as necessaay.

To ascertain the depth, of the cable, the depUi-indicator is fitted to 
the search coU, and the cable is accurately located using the null-point 
method, and its position marked on the ground. The irplh-indicalor 
is then held a chosen distance to one side of the cable and tilted, so that 
the flat base points in the general direction of the cable. The relative 
positions of the search coil should be in the same horizontai plane. 
The angle of tilt is adjusted until a further null point is found, and 
the pointer then indicates the depth of the cable, in the same units as 
the distance by which the coU was originally displaced. To increase the 
accuracy, measurement is made on the other side of the cable in a 
similar mamerr and the average of the two readings taken. The 
sketch illustrates the procedure.

An alternative method is to tilt the coU at one side of the cable untti 
the pointer reads unity, indicating an angle of 45°. The search cooi is 
then moved horizontally until the nuU point is determined, the 
distance moved being, then, the same as the depth of the cable.

This apparatus, and method of operation, under good conditions, 
can detect cable for considerable distances, and at depths of up to 
4-5m. ' '

Q. 5. A pole route carries an aerial cable 7 m high at pole positions. 
The terminal span is 50 m and the cable has a maximum dip of 550 mm. 
The termilol pole is supported by a strut, in line with the cable. The 
strut is fixed to the pole 1 m below the cable, and enters the ground 2 m 
from the base of the pole. If the cable weighs 5 N/m, and the average 
diameter of the strut is 200 mm,

(a) calculate the force in the pole,
(b) calculate the stress in the strut, and
(c) state whether the pale and the strut are in tension or compression.

A. 5. The tension, T, in the cable is given by 

r = LZW, TW
where L is the length of the span (m), 

W is the cable weight (N/m), and 
d is the dip (m).

T _ ---- 502 x 5----- = 2 841 N
• .T 8 x 550 x 10-3’ 2,041 N.

From the sketch the force, F, resisted by a strut 1 m below the cable, 
1 given by taking moments about A.

Hence, F x 6 = T x 7.

/. F2 8841><,._3)315N.D
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LINE PLANT PRACTICE B, 1973 (continued)
Now, F = Ci cos 0, where Ci is the force in the strut (N), and 0 is the 
angle of the strut with respect to the ground.

3.315
• '. ct = / = 10,483 N.

«62 + 22)

(a) The force in the pole, C2, is given by

C2 = Ci sin 0.

.■. C2 = 10,483 x -v(6622) = 9,945 N.

(b) Now, the area of the strut section
= 7 x 1002 X 10-®m2.

the stress inthe strut = 7 x j^X fo-6 N/m2

- 3-34 x 105N/mZ,
(c) By inspection, the pole is in tension, and ihe strut is in com

pression.

Q. 6. (a) Describe in detail, with sketches, the work of constructing 
a reinforted-tontrete manhole, using straight bars for the reinforcement.

(b) What are the advantages of straight-bar reinforcement as com
pared with the earlier types of ben-bar reinforcing?

A. 6. (a) The manhole is excavated to the required dimensions, 
allowmg a minimum of 300 mm for wall thickness (150 mm per wall) 
above the intern! dimensions of the manhole, using a template placed 
on the surface to act as a guide. Where necessary, the sides of the 
excavation are supported with poling boards, held in place by hori
zontal walings. The bottom of the excavation is levelled, and any soft 
spots are dug out. The manhole base is then filled with hardcore and 
consolidated to form a solid foundation of approximately 300 mm 
depth.A sump hole, having dimensions of 480 mm square and 300 mm 
deep, is excavated in the foundation material. A minimum depth of 
125 mm of concrete is placed in the base, and shuttering is erected to a 
point above the finished floor lev!.

For each wall to be constructed, two light, wooden templates, slotted 
to hold mild-steel reinforcing bars, are placed in position. The 
lower template is supported by short lengths of reinforcing bars, 
driven into the walls of the excavation about 300 mm above the 
foundations; the upper template is positioned 300 mm below roof 
level. The templates are necessary to ensure that the reinforcing bars 
remain in position, about 25 mm beneath the surface of the wall, while 
the concrete is being placed.

The floor concrete, of quality A (one part cement:, two parts sand, 
four parts 19 mm aggregate), is placed on the foundation base to a 
depth of about 40 mm less than the finished depth. The floor anchor 
1ron is correctly positioned, with its associated reinforcing bars, 
followed by the floor reinforcement. Sketch (a) illustrates the con
struction arrangements at this stage. The vertical wall-reinforcing 
bars, which are of such a length that they partially project into the 
floor and roof, are then placed in position and are held in place by the 
templates. The floor is brought up to its full thickness as soon as 
possible, sloping it slightly towards the sump. Sketch (b) illustrates 
the tonsSl•httion at this stage.

After a minimum period of 12h, construction of the walls 
commences. The main framework of the intern! wall shuttering 
consists of corner posts, made from stout wooden timbers, cut to 
length and temporarily strutted. The first set of shuttering boards are 
cut to length and placed horizontally on the floor, between the corner 
posts. A construction joint, which consists of the removal of all dirt, 
stones and laitance (a scum left on top of new concrete when set), and 
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a rendering of neat cement to a depth of 6 mm, Is made between the 
internal shuttering boards and the walls of the excavation.

The w!1 concrete, of quality A, is then immediately placed behind 
the shrittci'lng boards. The next set of shuttering boards is fixed in 
position, and further concrete is placed. As the construction of the 
manhole walls proceeds in this way, horizontal mild-steel reinforcing 
bars, anchor irons and their reinforcing bars, steps, where called for, 
and foundation bolts for cable heaters are all placed in position. 
Compaction of the concrete is carried out with a vibrating poker.

Ideally, the erection of the walls shoutd be completed in one 
operation; if this is not posssble, and there is a break of more than two 
hours, a construction joint is made before the recommencement of 
concreting, such constructionjoinis being sited so as to give a minimum 
clearance of 300 nun from any anchor-iron postion.. Care is taken 
when compacting concrete newly placed on concrete which has reached 
its initial set, as any reinforcement hit by a vibratory poker may break 
its bond and become ineffective.

When the walls have reached the height of the roof, the roof 
shuttering is erected. A minimum of 12h should elapse before concre
ting takes place. Prior to placing the roof concrete, a constructionjoint 
is made on the top of the walls. A minimum of 25 mm of concrete of 
quality A is placed on the roof shuttering. The main reinforcement 
is then laid on this concrete, and the concrete work is completed as 
quickly as possible, additional reinforcing bars being placed around the 
entrance shaft. The ladder hooks and steps are fixed in the shaft 
shuttering prior to concreting. Sketch (c) shows the roof consiruction 
with part of the walls; some of the reinforcing bar's have been omitted 
for clarity.

(C

The shuttering within the manhole is removed after a period 
depending on the type of cement used. The internal walls are finished 
with a cement wash to fill all voids. The floor, is rendered with 
cement mortar 20 mm thick, and given a slight dope to the 
sump, and the sump-hole grating fitted. The shaft on the manhole is 
constructed, either in brick or reinforced concrete, such that, when 
the frame and cover are fitted, it is lev! with the surrounding surface. 
Traffic is allowed to pass over the manhole after a further period of 
time has elapsed.

(b) The advantages of straight-bar reinforcement over ealier types 
of bent-bar reinforcing are that

(i) it requires less space and, hence, is easser to store,
(ii) it can be cut to size on-site,
(iii) alterations to manhole dessgn, duct entry or shaft positions can 

be carried out more easiy with straight bars,
(iv) it is cheaper- to provide straight bars than have pre-formed 

beams and bends made, and
(v) although more steel reinforcement is used in straight-bar 

manhole dessgn, the overaH cost of reinforcement is lowered.

Q. 7. (a) Describe, with sketches, the conssruction and staying 
details of a stee/ lattice aeial mast, 48 m high, composed of twelve 4 m 
sections.

(b) Describe the method of erecting such a mast.

A. 7. (a) Lattice steel mast units are made up of 3-8 m long, 
prefabricated sections. Each section is made up of three angle members 
with 12 mm zig-zag rod bracing welded either into the root of the 
angle or to the edge of the angle. The sections are bolted together with 
6 mm angle plates to form the whole mast. At stayed joints, jointing 
plates are used which incorporate stay gussets. Climbing steps are 
welded into one face of the mast.

A mast of this type is stayed in three directions at mutua angles of 120’. 
A 48 mhigh mast would have four vertical stay points, with two stays of 
7/2-0mm and two of 7/2'5nn stay-wire fitted. The stay-wire is 
galvanized, standard high-tensile steel wire. Each stay is secured to 
the stay gusset by means of an 18 mm shackle, and is terminated at 
the stay anchor by an ele;trically-welded chan and 22 mm rigging 



LINE PLANT PRACTICE B, 1973 (continued)

screw, which permits fine and coarse adjustment of the stay. AU stays 
in one vertical plane are secured to a single anchor block, the stay 
base being approximately two thirds of the mast height.

Sketch (a) siiows the constructional details of a lattice steel mast.

(a)

(b) The falling-derrick method is used to erect a mast of this size.
The derrick is conveniently formed from sections of steel tube, 

screwed together. Because the length of the derrick is less than the 
distance from the base of the mast to one set of stay anchorages, it is 
not possible to use the full lengths of the stays when fixing them to the 
top of the derrick. Therefore, short tails are fitted to the stays at 
appropriate positions, using stay clamps. As an alternative, a set of 
temporary stays is sometimes provided for the attachment of the mast 
to the derrick.

A convenient means of carrying out the work, and getting the stay 
lengths correct, is to lay the derrick on the ground at right angles to 
the mast and with its foot in the stirrup. To assist this process, the 
derrick is usually mounted on a universal joint. The geometry of the 
stays is then similar to that which obtains when the derrick is vertical. 
Next, the winch line is attached to the derrick, together with two other 
Unes, which act as side stays to keep the derrick in a vertical plane 
dur ing Je raising of the mas.

When all the attachments have been made, the derrick is hoisted 
into the vertical poriiion by using a short wooden pole as a subsidiary 
derrick. When vertical, the side lines are fixed to temporary anchorages, 
and the winch line is tightened to take up the sack in the system. The 
arrangement is shown in sketch (b).

DERRICK

END VIEW

TEMPORARY 
SIDE-STAYS

(b)

By operating the winch, the derrick is pulled down to ground level, 
thereby raising the mast. During this process, a close watch is kept on 
all. temporary stays, and if necesssay, lifting is interrupted so that 
adjustments may be made.

Each permanent stay is now released in turn from the derrick and 
transferred to the anchorage, the top stay being transferred first. 
When all stays are terminated on their permanent anchorages, they 
are adjusted to set the mast vertical and to give the designed tensions. 
The derrick gear and temporary stays are dismantled and the operation 
is, then, complete.

Q. 8. A 50 Hz power line runs close to an overhead telephone line 
asshown in Fig 1, which is to scale. Fig. 2 shows the relationship between 
mutual inductance and separating distance. To what value must the fault 
current in the power line be limited so that the longitudinaa induced 
voltage in the telephone line shad not exceed 430 volts?

SEPARRTIOH(m)

Fig. 2

A. 8. The principle of the solution to this question is exactly as 
described in A JO, Line Plant Practice B, 196*9. Supplement Vol. 63, 
p. 37, July 1970.

The derived formula, I = 3%- amps, still applies, where I is the 
current (amperes), M is the mutual inductance (mH/km), and L is the 
length (km).

The value of M X L obtained from the derived table of measured 
values and calculated results is 0-316 mH.

I = 4,335 amps.

Q. 9. A lead-sheathed cable has failed because of corrosion.
(a) Explain how it can be ascertained whether the failure was due to 

nlnctroOytic or non-eleetroOytic corrosion.
(b) How can a cable be protected from naln■eleetroOytic corrosion ?

A. 9. (a) The cause of corrosion can generally be distinguished by 
the nature of the surrounding medium, the nature of the attack, and 
the chemical composition of the corrosion products.

If the corrosion is non-electrolytic, small, locaa cells are set up by
(a) slight variations in the typical coricentratton of acid or alkaline 

compounds which may be present in norm! soil moisture,
(b) variations in the amount of oxygen in the e!ectt'oiyte,
(c) variations in the condition of the lead sheath, or
(d) the presence o’ other ¡meials.
The loc! cells consist of anodic and cathodic areas which are very 

close together. Because of this, the anodic products combine with the 
alkaline substances formed at the adjacent cathodic areas. This inter - 
dififusion causes the formation of lead carbonates and basé lead 
carbonates, which are both white in colour, and, in some cases, lead 
monoxide, which is orange-red. The action forms deep, steep-sided 
pits in the cable sheatti, often running in a line along the sheath.

Severe corrosion, which occurs when a lead cable sheatih is in 
contacc with an aqueous solution, such as water containing a strong 
concentration of acids, alkalies or chlorides, produces a corrosion 
product which is, rssentiatly, lead carbonate or lead monoxide. Nitrates 
are sometimes detected, but only small traces are present, and these 
can be identified by chemical analysis. The corrosion area is subjected 
to a uniform and superficial attack, in which the cavities are not 
undercut, but arise from steady erosîon. Such cavities are shallow and 
saucer-shaped.

If the corrosion is nlncroiytic, the action is more rapid in very wet 
situations, particularly if the conductivity of the water is increased by 
dissolved satis. The corrosion product appears a white lead chlorides. 
In severe cases, where the current densèty exceeds about 70 amps/mz, 
lead peroxide, which is reddish-brown, may be found. The lead 
peroxide is transformed into lead carbonate if it remains in contact 
with the surrounding soil for any length of time. The corrosion area is 
indicated by inter-crystalline attack, the presence of steep-sided 
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LINE PLANI’ PRACTICE B, 1973 (continued)
cavities and long, corroded grooves in the metal. The cavities may 
appear at random points, or may be in straight lines along the length 
of the cable.

(b) A cable is protected from non-elecrolytic corrosion by the 
following precautions.

(0 Self-generated sheath cur-rents are reduced if the cable track is 
adequately drained.

(17) Trunk and junction cables with lead sheaths, installed before 
the advent of polyethylene-sheathed cables, were provided with a 
covering of bituminous hessian tapes. Such a covering gives protection, 
and is most effective in combating the effects of strong acid or alkaline 
aqueous solutions, and the effects of local ceUs formed by differences 
in sod or soil-water composition. Protection in the latter case is due to 
the provision of a more uniform environment for the cable sheath.

Q. 10. (a) What factors influence the transmission efficiency of a 
local line circuit 2

(b) Fig. 3 shows a subscriber's line connected to an exchange using a 
variety of conductors. From the values given in the table below, find the 
maximum length of 0- 63 mm conductor which cou/ld be used to keep the 
line within both transmission (10 dB) and signalling (1,000 ohms) limits.

cououcton 
____ DIAMETER

oqomm I 0-63mm
«—083km —> <- ? —

EXCHANGE

0-90mm , o-OOCalUmmUH)^^ 
IZZ kim-*-. 054 km-H I

Fig. 3

Conductor 
diameter 

(mm)

Loop resistance 
to d.c. 

(ohms/km)

Planning 
attenuation 
(dB/km)

0-40 275 2-20
0-63 109 1-38
0-90 55 1-04
0-80(alumroium) 112 1-70

A. 10. (a) The transmission efficiency of a local line circuit is 
influenced by the loop resistance and mutual capacitance of a pair. 
For a given loop resistance, a cable parr with heavy-gauge conductors 
will extend over a greater distance than a cable pair with lighter 
conductors, but because of its greater capacitance, gives an inferior 
transmission performance.

(b) For the 0-40 mm diameter conductor section,

the loop resistance = 275 x 0-83 = 228 ohms, and 
the transmission loss = 2-2 x 0-83 = 1-83 dB.

Similarly, for the 0-90mmdiameter conductor section, the loop 
resistance is 67 ohms, and the transmission loss is 1-27 dB.

Also, for the 0-80 mm diameter, aluminium conductor section, the 
loop resistance is 284 ohms, and the transmission loss is 4-32 dB.

The sum. of the transmission losses for the three sutions is
1'83 + 1-27 + 41-32 = 7‘42dB,

and the sum of the loop resistances is
228 + 67 + 284 = 579 ohms.

Thus, as the total transmission loss allowable is 10 dB, the maximum 
permissible loss of the 0-63 mm diameter conductor section. is

10- 7-42 = 2-58 dB.
Hence, the maximum length of the section is restricted to

7. .SR = 1 -87 km.
I 1 JO

Also, as the total loop resistance allowable is 1,000 ohms, the 
maximum permissible loop resistance for the 0-63 mmdiameter 
conductor section is 1,000 — 579 = 421 ohms.

Hence, the maximum length of the section is restricted to

£ = 3 ■ 86 km.

Therefore, the limiting factor is the transmission loss, and the 
maximum length of 0-63 mm diameter conductor which can be used is 
1 • 87 km.

COMPUTERS B, 1973
Students were expected to answer any six questions

Q. 1. Consider the denary number 175-671875.
Convert this number into
(a) binary,
(h) ocCal, and
(c) binary-codeddecCmal, weighted 8421.
Show al working.

A. 1. (a) To convert the denary (decimal)number, 175-671875, into 
binary, it is advisable to consider the integer and fractional parts 
sepcreitey.

17510 may be converted to binary by repeated division by 2, and 
noting the remainder.

0-671875 may be converted to binary by repeated multiplication by 
2, and noting the integer part.

Integer Part Result

1
0-671875 X 2

-343750
0 - 68750
1 -3750
0 -750
1 - 50
1 - 00

Quotient Remainder

2 175--- ■
87 I
43 1
21 1
10 1

5 0
2 1
1 0
0 1

The binary number is obtained by writing down the remainder in the 
reverse order.

17510 = 10 101111.

The binary number is obtained by writing down the integer parts in 
the correct order.

.-. 0-67187510 = 0-101 011.
,175-67187510 = 10 101 111-101 0112.
(h) Since 8 = 23, each three-hit binary group may be converted, by 

inspection, to an octa! digit.

A 175-67187510 = 10 101 111-101 0112 = 257-538.

(c) In the bmary-coded-dectmal (b.c.d.) system, four bits are required 
to form each doccmal digit. The bits are weighted such that the least 
significant bit has the deccimal value 1, the second significant bit the 
value 2, the third the value 4, and the most significant bit the value 8. 
Therefore, the decCmal numbers 0 to 9 are represented as shown in the 
table.
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Decimal Digit B.C.D.

0 0000
1 0001
2 0010
3 0011
4 0100
5 0101
6 0110
7 0111
8 1000
9 1001

175-67187510 = 000101110101-011001110001 100001110101.

Q. 2. (a) What is meant by the term “two’s compleimnn" .
(b) Why is two’s-complement arithmetic used in most modern digital 

computes?
(c) Usingtwo's-compleinentarithinetic, perform the following ealculat- 

ions in binary, showing all working:
(0 33(10) ~ 17(m),
(«) 58(10) — 73(io).

A. 2. (a) The two’s complement of a binary number is that number 
which, when added to the original number, will result in an all-zeros 
answer and a carry from the left-most bit.~The two’s complement is 
obtained by finding the one's complement and adding 1. The one’s 
complement is obtained by inverting each bit of the original number.

(h) Two’s-complement arithmetic is used in computers because it 
simplifies the process of subtraction. The two’s complement of a 
number is a convention used for representing negative numbers. 
During calculations using two’s-complement working, it is not neces- 
saty to keep a check of the sign of partial results. If the answer is 
negative, its two’s complement is taken as the magnitude.

In two’s-complement, each number is assigned a sign bit: 0 for 
positive and 1 for negative. To obtain a negativenumber, the positive 
number, including the sign bit, is two’s compelemented. In two’s- 
complement arithmetic, subtraction can be performed by an addition, 
e.g. (33 — 17))0 is the same as (33 + ( - 17))ii.

(C (1) 3310 ~ ¡710.

sign bit

1710 0 010 001
Two’s complement of 1710 l 101 111
Add 3310 0 100 001

1 0 010 000

The answer is + 010 0002 (i.e. 161o0- 

(i) 5810 — 7310.

7310
Two’s complement of 7310 
Add 5- + .

sign bit

0 1001 001
1 0110 111
0 0111 010

1 1 110 001

The 1 in the sige bit indicates a negative number and, hence, the 
resutt has to be two’s complemented again.

Two’s-complement answer = 0 0 001 111.
The answer is — 1 1112 (Le. — 15100.

Q. 3. (a) With the aid0fa circuit diagram, explain the operation of a 
blocking oscHlator. . .

(h) Give one application of blocking osdilators in digital computers.
(c) Why is the blocking oscHlator no longer used in modern digitaa 

computers and what has tended- to replace it 7

A. 3. (a) The circuit diagram of a typical blocking oscHlator is 
shown in sketch (a).

The blocking oscHlator shown is a monostable device which is 
stable with the transistor cut-oflf. The output of the transistor is 
coupled back to the input via a transformer. The primary inductance of 
the transformer is used to obtain the timing of the temporarily-stable 
operatingstate. The transformer has N times as many turns in the emitter 
circuit as in the collector circuit and is connected in such a way as to 
provide polarity inversion. Thus, the collector current flowing in the 
transformer induces an emitter current which raises the potential on the 
base. This, in turn, further reduces the collector voltage and, by this 
regenerative process, the transistor is quickly saturated.

At this point, the equivalent circuiit shown in sketch (b) becomes 
valid. Since the time taken to reach saturation is negligible, the pulse 
amplitude and width can be considered to be determined by this 
equivalent circuiit, in which the transformer is replaced by an idea 
transformer in pa^ailel with the magnetizing inductance, L, of the 
collector winding.

Initially, the current, iL, through the primary inductance, L, is small. 
But, since L is finite, iL grows whilst current i. begins to fall. Eventually, 
in becomes too smaU to hold the transistor saturated; in ceases to rise, 
cutting off i5, and the transistor turns off degeneratively.

The transistor is saturated whilst 13} > Ic, and cuts off when «Ie-Ic.
(b) A monostable blocking oscHlator is sometimes used to generate 

a single pulse of fixed amplitude and width on receipt of a pulse at the 
trigger input. The specal property of blocking oscillators is that of 
producing large-current or high-voltage pulses. Another of their 
advantages is the abiiity to have multiple outputs.

(c) Blocking osefllators are no longer used in modern digital 
computers because of the difficulties assoccated with transformers, e.g. 
size, weight, cost and heat dissipation. Blocking osecUators were 
mainly used as monosiable and astable multivibrators and for frequency 
division, but, in recent years, with the increasing use of integrated 
circuits and thin-film technology, it is more common to implement 
these functions with ienmconductors, using capacitor-resiitor circuits 
to control the timing.

Q. 4. (a) Draw a circuit diagram of a two-input, diode-transistor, 
positive-Iagic nand gate with an emitter-follower output stage, and 
explain its operation.

(b) Sketch on the same voltage-against-time axes a typical input- and 
output-voltage waveform for the emitter follower used in (a).

Q. 5. (a) What is meant by the term "microprogram”7
(b) With the aid of sketches, describe two ways in which micro

programs are constructed.
(c) How is the address of the next microprogram step produced?

A, 5. (a) The concept of microprogramming has been developed 
to provide a means whereby the programmer may, within limits, 
dessign the machine-code instruction-set to s.ut his requirements. 
Microprograms translate the machine-code instructions into a greaace 
number of elemental operations which achieve the required eff«d.

Microprograms arc implemented in hardware and in software, but 
this is transparent to the machine-code programmer. In a micropro
grammed machine, the functions used by the programmer are interpre
ted and performed by an underlying program, the microprogram 
which uses a very primitive order-code implemented in elecironic 
1 ogic.

The feature, common to all forms of microprogramming, is that some 
method is provided for spedfying the individuat control signals to be 
actuated in the computer. A micro-operation, then, is an operation 
controlled by one of these individual control signals. In the most 
elementary form of microprogramming, the instruction format, 
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COMPUTERS B, 1973 (confirmed)
particularly the operation part, is so designed that the individual bits 
in the instruction pertain to individual control signals. In the more 
general form of microprogramming, the bit combinations in the 
operation part of each instruction are used to represent a set of instruc
tions.

(b) Two ways in which microprograms may be implemented are by 
using a diode matrix, and by software, using a read/wirte store. Inthe 
first instance, the program is wired-in, and the control circuits are 
arranged so that any given bit combination in the operation part of an 
instruction initiates a desired set of micro-instructions. The control 
signals are generated thr ough arrays of diode matrices. A diagram of a 
diode matrix is shown in sketch (a).

In the second instance, microprograms are stored in a storage unit 
which is typically a core store (see sketch (b)). With stored micro
programs, the execution of each instruction is somewhat analogous to 
the functioning of a sub-routine in conventional programming.
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(c) The sequencing of micro-instructions involves jumps and 
conditional jumps from one address to another in the microprogram 
storage unit for obtaining successive micro-instructions. Either a one- 
address or a two-address format could be used for indicating the jump 
addresses. In one version of thejumplng procedure, a no-address format 
is used, and certain of the micro-operations, by design of the system, 
cause the next successive micro-instruction to be taken from a pre
determined address. Any of these micro-operations can be conditional, 
as with convention! jump instructions.

With stored microprograms, the execution of each of the instructions 
would be accomplished by causing reference to a particular address 
in the storage unit. The functioning of the system wold depend on the 
microprograms stored in that unit. One of the micro-operations that 
must be provided is an operation that terminates the microprogram 
and causes the next micro-instruction to be initiated.

Q. 6. (a) Sketch a graph of the possible outputs of a sense read 
wire in a typlcaieerrlte-cme store, giving, an the same axis, the output of 
a one and a nought, with typical e.m.f. values.

(b) With the aid of a block diagram, explain the operation of the 
mator secfions of a circuit that will accept the sense■ywi■e output, amplify 
it, discriminate between a one anda nought, aiidproduce a strobedoutpuu.

Q. 7. (a) Draw a diagram of a circuit using an operational amplifier 
to sum two analog values, showing clearly the position of input and 
feedback components.

(b) With reference to (a), derive, from basic principles,aformula which 
gives the output voltage in terms of the inpuT voltage and the input and 
feedback resistances. (Assume an operational amplifier with an infinite 
gtig¡

A. 7. (a) A circuit using an operational amplifier to sum two analog 
values 1 shown in the sketch.

(b) The operation of the circuit shown in part (a) may be analysed 
by applying Kirchhofl"s current law at node P.

The assumption is made that no current is taken by the amplifier 
ilsr!¡.

The voltage at node P is Va.
xi - va , X2-ia , y _ Za 
T“ + TT + ““R“ = °' ....... 0)

The equation of the amplifier of gain p is

y = - fl Va.
Subsftiuting equatton (2) into equation (1) to eliminate Va, and re
arranging the terms, gives

If u is very large, then the following assumption may be made:

. 2 . . . Rror, y 2— 2 Am, where A- = — ■
' i = ) Ri

Q. 8. (1) Why are diode function generators required in analog 
computers 7

(b) Draw a diagram of a diadefiunctun geneeator that mil produce the 
function y = x2for both positive andnegative values of x. With the aid of 
a graph, illustrate the expected output of the function generator and, by 
labelling the graph, relate it to your block diagram.

A. 8. (a) Diode function generators are required to produce a 
linear approximation to the required characteristic in realizing a non - 
linear simulation. This means that, instead of having a lope that varies 
continuously as the input varies, the characteristic consists of constant
slope segments with step discontinuities of slope occurring at particular 
input values. These input values, at which the characteristic changes 
from one segment to another, are known as break points. The in- 
dividuat segments are obtained by linear methods, and the Choce of 
segment for any particular input is made by a diode switching circuit.

(b) A circuit of a diode function generator, which will approximate 
to the function y = x2 for negative values of x, is shown in sketch (a).
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It can be seen from sketch (a) that the feedback branches containing 
diodes will be effectively open circuited as long as the diodes are 
reverse biased, i.e. e0 > ¿¡. The values of the three batteries are chosen 
such that E3 > E2 > El > 0. If (eo — E)) < 0, then all the feedback 
loops are in circuit and the effective feedback resistance is R91, where 
R51 =R/3 in parallel with sza in parallel with Ri in parallel withRf

Assuming the potential at point X is zero, then,

5-2^ 
R + Re

by Kirchhoff’s first law, which states that there is no netcurrent at a 
junction.

R5 > ei e) =------ R .Ji

The slope of the function over the range 0 < e)< E] is given by

d» = ;&.de; R
The first breakpoint occurs when e = Ei. Diode Di ceases to 

conduct, switching out the feedback resistance Rff. The effective 
feedback resistance during the range Ei < co < E2 is now Rez, where 
Re = Rfj in parallel with R/2 in parallel with Rf

Similarly, it can be shown that the second breakpoint occurs when 
eo = Ez, and the new feedback resistance during the range E2 < 
e0 <E3 is now R93 where Re3 = Rf in parallel with R. A further 
breakpoint will occur when eo = E3.

The slope of the function at a particular point is, therefore, depen
dent on the total effective resistance divided by the input resistance, R. 
By choosing the appropriate values for the feedback resistances, 
R/, Rfl, R/2 and ng, the generator can be adjusted to represent the 
functiony = x2. As each breakpoint occurs, the feedback resistance and 
the slope of the transfer function are increased. The accuracy of the 
approximation can be improved by increasing the number of break
points.

The output voltage, y, cannot be negative since it represents the 
square of the input. Therefore, owing to the polarity inversion of a 
function generator the input voltage must always be negative. The 
circuit to implement this is shown in sketch (b). The output of this

(c)

circuit, ei, is always the negative value of the modulus of x, and 
this is input to the function generator. The expected output of the 
function generator in series with the negative modulus circuit is 
shown in sketch (c).

Q. 9. (a) Explain what is meaid by variation of resistance with 
temperature, and illustrate, with the aid of a sketch, what practicat 
application this effect might have.

(b) What is meant by the term “‘fimdamental intervat’”?
(c) Give three main advantages of resistance thermometers over other 

forms of temperature-measuring elements.

Q. 10. A 24-bit digitat computer inputs 8-bit bytes into a 24-bit 
accumulator. A software routine is required to input three bytes, pack 
them into the accumiUator and, then, to store the accumulator into suc
cessive store locations in a fixed buffer area, starting at location 100 and 
finishing at location 600.

The flow chart of this software routine is shown in Fig. 1

Fig. 1

Devise a code of your own choice and use it to write a program to 
perform the flow-chart operation.

Give a key to the code used.

A. 10. The assembly language, devised for this problem, is of the 
form that would be implemented on a simple computer with one 
accumulator and the ability to handle only single-address instructions. 
Because of the restriction of one accumulator, it is necessary to use a 
temporary store location, temp, to hold intermediate results during 
packing.

The software routine which performs the operation of packing and 
storing bytes of data is given in Table 1 and the Keycode in Table 2.

Table 1 Software Routine

Label Instruction Comments

L1:

L2:

L3;

L4:

CLR
ST MCOUNT
ST TEMP
LC 16
ST SCOUNT
JSR READ

SHL SCOUNT

A TEMP
ST TEMP
L SCOUNT
BZ L3

SC 8
ST SCOUNT

B L2
L TEMP
STA WO, MCOUNT

L MCOUNT
SC 500
BZ L4

AC 501
ST MCOUNT

CLR
ST TEMP
B Li
STOP

Clear accumtUator
Set MCOUNT = 0
Set TEMP = 0
Load 16 into accumulator
Set SCOUNT = 16
Read one byte of data into accumu- 

1 ator
Shift accumiuator left SCOUNT 

places
Add TEMP to accumulator 
Storeaccumulatcr in locationTEMP 
Load SCOUNT into accumuUator 
If accumulator equals zero then

branch to L3
Subtract 8 from accumuUator
Store accumiUator in location 

SCOUNT
Branch to L2
Load TEMP into accumuUator
Store accumuUator in location 

(MCOUNT) + 100
Load MCOUNT into accumuUator
Subtract 500 from accumulator
If accumuUator equals zero then 

branch to [A
Add 501 to tccumulator
Store accumuUator in location 

MCOUNT
Clear accumiUator
Set TEMP = 0.
Branch to Li
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PC = Program Counter
A = Accumulator

(A) = Contents of accumulator 
N = Location N

(N) = Contents of location N

Instruction Meaning

CLR
L N

LC C

ST N

0 -> A Clear accumulaltor
(N) -> A Load contents of location N into

accumulator
C -> A Load integer constant, C, into

accmmfiator
(A) -> N Store contents of accumulator in

location N
STA C, N (A) -> (N) + C Store contents of accurntuator in 

location C modified by the 
contents of location N

SHL N (A) x 2<N) —> A Contents of the accutnulator are 
shifted left a number of places 
given by the contents of location 
N

A N (A) + (N) -> A The content of location N is 
added to the accurmuator

Table 2 Keycode

Instruction Meaning

AC C (A) + C ->- A The constant C is added to the
accumulator

SC C (A) — C -> A The constant C is subtracted from
the accurmuator

B N N -> PC Unconditional branch
BZ N if (A) = 0 then Branch if accumulator equals zero. 

N -> PC
JSR SUB PC -> Stack Branch to the subroutine SUB

SUB -> PC

MATHEMATICS C, 1973
Students were expected to answer any six questions

Q. 1. (a) Find the number k, such that the equation

tlf2 = i ^ fi ms two equal roots in t.

(b) solve for x the equations

20x + 10y -z = 0’ 
_5x •+ y 4- 314 = 6, 
55x — 1 ly + Az — 0,

Express the answer correct to two sgnificaHi figures,

\ i r \ htt / T 2A. 1. (a> ;-.-2 ; 1

A ktt 2- kt = f2 - 4.
:. (k - l)ii _ kt + 4 = 0.

This is a quadratic equation in t, and the condition for it to have two 
equal roots is that b_ = 4ac in the general equation ax+bc+c = 0.

Hence, (-E_ = 4 X (k - 1) X 4.

:. k_-16fc -16,
or, k2 - 16t+16 = 0.

... k16 v (25-6^
2

from the genera! solution to a quadratic 
equation,

_16 + 2386
2 ’

Hence, k = 14-93 or 1-07

for the equation to have equal roots in t.
(b) 20x +10y - z = 0 .....(1)

20x+y + 311 = 6 .........(2)

55x -11y + 4 = O ......... (3)
Multiplying equation (1) by 31 gives

620x + 310y - 312 = 0 ........ (4)
Adding equations (2) and (4) gives

640x + 311y = 6 ...... (5)

Multiplying equation (1) by 4 gives

80.x + 40y - 4 = 0 ....  (6)

Adding equations (3) and (6) gives 

135x + 29y = 0‘ ............ (7)

Multipling equation (5 by 29 gives

18,560* + 311 X 29y = 17^4, ........ (8)
Multiplying equation(7) by 311 gives 

41,985* + 29 X 3113’ = 0- ............ (9)

Subtracting equation (8) from equation (9) gives
23,425.x = -1174,

x = -0•077427.

SLlbíiSitlUing for x in equation (7) gives

29y = 135 X 0-007427.
y = 0-03457.

Subtssti-tuting for x and y in equation (1) gives
1

2 "= 20 x (-0-007427) + 10 x 0-03457, 
= 0-1972.

Hence, correct to two signifieant figures,

. x = -0-0074, 
y = 0-035, and 
z = 0-20.

Noe: Tire sooution should be checked in each of the three original 
equations. Because of the small differences involved, the check shouud 
be made, by side-rule, using the values obtained for x, y and 2 before 
correction to two significant figures.

‘l ■ -. ui i'

Q. 2. (a) Show grapliicaHy, or otherwise, that the cubic equation

xi _ 6x2 + Mx- 42 = 0
has only one real root, and obtain this to two significant figures.

(b) Using this approximate root, calculate, to two decimaa places, the 
two conjugate complex roots of the cubic equation.

A. 2. (a) The real roots of the eqnation may be obtained by 
plotting the function y = x3 — 6x2 + 14x — 42, over an appropriate 
range of values of x, to determine the point where the graph crosses 
the x-axis; that is, where y = 0.
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The graph is plotted from the following table of values.

x x3 —6x2 14x —42 y
o 0 o o —42 —42

1 1 -6 14 -42 -3 3

2 8 —24 28 -22 -30

3 27 — 54 42 —42 -27

4 64 —96 56 - 42 -18

5 125 —■150 TO —42 3

6 216 —216 84 —42 42

The curve is shown in sketch (a), and is seen to cross the x-axis at

For values of x greater than 6, the curve rises sharply, and y 
remains positive, since

y = + + 14x - 6x2 _ 42,
= x(x2 + 74-7) - (x2 + 7),

and it is clear that, when x > 6, the positive term must always be 
greater than the negative term.

Similarly, when x < 0, the curve descends steeply, and y remains 
negative, since, in this case, all the terms of y are negative when x is 
negative. Thus, since the graph of y only crosses the x-axis at one point, 
the equation x3 — 6x2 + 14x — 42 = 0 has only one real root.

The graph shown in sketch (a) is almost certainly of sufficient 
accuracy to determine the root correct to two significant figures, i.e. 
x = 4-9. However, as a check, it will suffice to plot one additional 
point at x = 4-8, and to draw a larger-scale graph between x = 4'8 
and x = 5.

At x = 4'8,
y = 4-8 - 6 x4-82+14x4-8 - 42, 

= -2448.
The plotted points are shown in sketch (b), from which it is verified 

that the real root is x = 4-9, correct to two significant figures.
(b- Since x = 4-9 is one root of the equation, (x — 4-9) must be a 

factor of x3 — 6x2 + 14x — 42.
x3 — 6x2 + 14x — 42 = (x — 4-9)(x2 + ax + b).

or, x2 +ax+ b = x3 — 6x2+14x — 42 -------------- -------- .x- 4'9
The long division is shown bd<ow:

x2-—1x + 8-61
x ■ -•'9).3 -¿M JJ - 42

x3 -49xx2
— 1■XX + 14x
- 1-1x2+ 5-39x

8•6ix — 42
8■61x — 42■189

0 + 0-189

The sight discrepancy in the last subtraction is due to the fact that 
x = 4’9 is only accurate to two significant figures.

Hence, x3 _■ 6x2 + S4x - 42 = (x - 4-9)(x2 - 1-1x + 8-61) = 0, 
and ^resolution of x2 — l - lx + 8-61 = 0 gives the complex roots of 
the cubic equation. From the general formula for the solution of a 
quadratic equation,

x . 1-1 ± 11 ‘-2 - 4 x 8-611

_H ±/2<3323) 2
= 0-55 + j2-88, to two decimal places.

Thus,the two conjugate complex roots of the cubic equation are 
0-55 +12-88 and 0-55 - 22-88.

Q. 3. (a) Write down as far as the term in x4 the binomial series for
(r) (1 + x)-2, and
(ii) (1- 9)0”

assuming x is numei-icoHy less than unity.
(b) The maximum velodty, u metres per second, of the electron stream 

in an oscilloscope is given by the formula

„^X1^-^!-!-06 -}
where V volts is the controlling voltage. If V is of the order of 1,000 or 
less, show that u can be considered to be proportional to the square root 
0/'V '

A 3 (a) (i) (1 + x)-2=1 + (—2)x + (.-%));r2 1 X £
( - 2X - 3X-'4)

+ 1x2x3 ”3

(-2)(-3)(-4)(-5) . ,
+ l X 2 X’3 X 4 x4 + -.,

= 1 -xx + xx2 - 4x3+5xx- ..

: ,7; (1 - x)>« = 1 + | (_X) + K« (-^2 
a ( I XZ (

JH«- >.......  
1x2)3*' '

+ K-X-éX - i)
1 x 2x3 x4 (-*:y4...,

x x2 x3 5
2 8 16 128

f 2V \ ~2(b) From part (a) (i), ( 1 + % ) may be expanded as follows:

f, , 2VX-2 , 4V. , 4V2
(1 + n6J _1 W+3xf®""

f Vis of the order of 1,000 or less, the value of the third term of the 
expansion is 12 X 10 _6 or less, and may be neglected in comparison 
with the second term. Similarly, all terms after the third, being of 
rapidly diminishing magnitude, may also be neglected.

„ , , 2V\*2 , (. 4VAHence, s-(1 + w) = 1-11-^6.
= ‘11.
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.. uu~ 3x s3J(4V“)•
Thus, u 0 Vllz. Q.E.D.

Q. 4. (a) Assuming the compound-angle formulae, derive a formula 
for cos 3A in terms of cos A.

(b) A current, 6sin wt — 2sm 3wt miilliamiperes (at an instant t 
seconds), passes through an inductance of 2 mH.

(i) Sketch the current/time graph from t = 0 to t = 271/w.
(n) If m= 104, calculate the time in milisseconds at which the current 

is first zero, after t = 0.
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MATHEMATICS C, 1973 (continued)

(Hi) Derive an expression for the voltage, o volts, across the inductance 
at the instant t, assuming v = L 3, where L is the inductance in 

henrys, and i is the current in amperes. Show that it may be 
expressed in the form v = a sin 2wt sm co, where a is a constant.

A. 4. (a) Now, cos 3A = cos (A + 2A),
= cos A cos 2A — sin A sin 2A,
= cos A(cos2Z— sin2A)—sinAx2sinAcosA,
= cos A{cos2 A — (1 — cos2 A)} 

-22 cos A sin2 A,
= 2cos3A - cos A - 2 cos A (1 -oos2A), 
= 2cos3A — cosA — 2cos A+2 cos3 A, 
= 4oos3A -- 3cosA.

(b) Let i = 6 sin wt — 2 sin 3 wt, where i is the current in milliamps.
(i) The current/time graph of i = 6sin wt — 2sin 3wt is shown in 

the sketch, together with the graphs, shown dashed, of the component 
currents, it = 6 sin wt and i2 = 2 sin 3wr.

But

(ii) When the current is zero, 
i = 6sinwr — 2sin3w = 0. 

A 3sin cot = sin 3 m.
But, sin 3wt = Ssid wt — 4 sin3 wt.

3sin wt = 3sin wt — 4sin3 wt, 
or, sin wt = 0.

Hence, wi = 0,ir,2it....

After t -= 0, the current is first zero at wt = er.

A t = 104 X t03 m^’
-= 0-3142 ms.

(Hi) If t-— 6 sin wt — 2 sin 3wt,

then, g: = 6 c cos wt — 6w cos 3wt.dr
„T T diNow, 0 = LT?.

A v = L X t0_3 x 6w(cos wt — cos 3wr), 
= 0-006wL(cos wt — cos 3wt) volts.

Let cot = 0, so that San = 30. From the multiple-angle formulae, 
cos (30 — 0) = cos 30 cos 9 + sin 30 sin 0, ............(1)

and, cos(30 + 9 = ccsS0c0s0 -ssm30sin0. ........ (2)
Subtracting equation (2) from equation (t), 

cos (30 — 0) — cos (30 + 0 = 2sn30sin0. 
Now let 30 0 - = T, an3000 = S.

Then, adding and subtracting the formulae for T and S,

30 = S + Tand^s^z

__ _ . .. S+T. S-THence, cosT -coi3=t2ims_— sn-__- •_

Applying this formula, for transforming the difference of two 
cosines into a product of sines, to the expression for e, 

cos wt — oos 3wt = 2 sin 2wt sin tot.
.'. u = 0-006wL x 2 sin 2wi sin wt, 

= 0-0t2wL sin 2wt ssn art. Q.E.D.

...................... „ 1-2.Q. 5. (a) Using the substitution, tan 0/2 = t, show that cos 0 = l—-2’ 
2t e+’t2

and sin 0 = m—,. Hence, or otherwise, solve the equatsoftIti2
3cos0 — 2sin 9 = 3

far 0 < 0 < 360°.
(b) Sketch the graph of the curve given in polar co-ordinates by the 

equation r = 3(t + sin 0) for 0 < 0 < 277.

A. 5. (a) Now, cos 0 = cos (3 + gV

. 0 . ,0= cos2 2 _ sm2 j

from the add ition formula,

, 0 . ,00032 ,- sin2. . .
--- 0------2 x coos0 + sm2
cos22 + m22 v

Also’

cos^Tl — tan2 2)_ 2\ 2/ / 0 0\-------9--------- 9 X (c032+sin22j. 
cos2 2 1 + tan2 2J \ 2 2/

f) n
cos22 + sin20= 1.

l — tnn2g
A cos0>=-------- -0,

1+ tan2 >,

= 1:—2?.
1 +t2 Q.E.D.

. a , - 6 0sino = 2sin 2 cos 2
-, 6 . 0

= 2 tan 2 cos2 2•

0
Htng

T0‘ secZ g

_ . 0 . .0But, sec2 2 = 1+ tan2 2^

from the identity sin2 g + cos2 g = L

2taan 
sm 0=------------- .

l+tan22
2

1+2 Q.E.D.

Substituting these expressions in 5 cos 0 ~ 2 sin 0 = 3,

A 5 - 5f2 - 4t = 3 + 32.
A 8—2-44- 2 = 0, 

otr 4t—2-2t- 1 = 0.
. f -2+e(4 + 16), C t--------- 8-------->
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MATHEMATICS C, 1973 (continued)

(b) Now,

= -2 + 4-472 
8 ’

= 0-309or -0-809.
fl

.- | = 17° 10' or (180° + 17’10')

or (180° - 38° 58’ or (360° - 38° 58').

.‘. 0 _ 34° 22' or 282° 4 forO< 0< 360o
r = 3(1 + sin 0),

= 3 + 3 sin 0

As 0 varies from 0, through 0=ir/2rad, to 0 = 7 rad, the radius, 
r, irureaises from a mimmum value of 3 units to a maximum value of 
6 units at 0 = w/2rad, and decreases again to a value of 3 units at 
0 = 1 rad. When 9 > 7, stn 0 is negative, and, therefore, r decreases 
to zero at 6 = 37/2 rad, and returns to its value of 3 units at 0=27 rad. 
The graph of the function is shown in the sketch.

At points P and R, the radius has the value 3 units, and, at Q, it 
has its maximum value of 6 units.

Q. 6. The current in an L-R-C circuit at a time, t, isgiven by

1 — ~sin(wt — 4),

where 22 = R2 + (wL _ 1/wC)2 and R tan () = wL - 1/wC.
(a) Express 1 in the form: a tin wt + b cos wt.
(b) Find the value of w for which the peak value of the current is a 

maximum.
(c) What Is this maximum value, and which value of 9 corresponds to it ?

A. 6. (a) Now, 1 = gSn (wt — 45, 

V, ,,= g (sin wt cos <j> — cos wt sm <f>).

But
. 1wL--------. , wCtan^= -----R----- .

and, hence, the impedance vectors may be represented by the im
pedance triangle shown in the sketch.

From the impedance triangle,

, R COS5 = 2’ ¿1

(b) Since i = Esin (wt — 5), the peak value must be E. that is, 
, . , . Z . . Zwhen sin (wt — 0) is unity.

, . _ V_ V' ' 'peak z y y i m 12 ' {R2+(“L - ¿)}

The peak value will, therefore, attain a maximum when

R2+(wL - oris a minimum, that is, when

wL - wC-0

" “L - 56
w2 = Yr-’ 

LC

1
’ w “ V'(LC

Thus,

(c) When

to = 1 is the value for wh.ch the peak current
 V(LC) is a maximum.

1 .
w V(TC)

’pzak _R isthe maxunum value.

wL 1AIso, sin 4 = Z “LC = 0 when wL - wC - 0.

Hence, <1 = 0 corresponds to the maximum value, r, of the peak 
current.

Q. 7. (a) ff u andv are two functions ofx, prove that

d (u Y 1 (du d»\ dx\0/ v2 ( dx dxj
(b) State the corresponding formula for differentiating the product of 

two such functions.
(c) Differentiate thefoHowing, simp/fyingeach result wherrpostiblrt

(D y = *2 cos x, 
rm = dx — 7 
^y ( + 2)2’

(Hl) y = loge {x + V(1 + x2)J.

A. 7. (a) Lat y =

Suppose that x increases by a small amount, 6x, aqd let 6a, 61 and 
6y be the corresponding changes in «, v and y respectively.

Then, y+6y = u+6u’
6 u+ u

oF iy_v + H) ~
= u+6u u,
_ v+6v v
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MATHEMATICS C, 1973 (continued)

= u(u + 6n) — n(v + Q2 
v(1) + Sb)

_ v6it — Sv.
u(v + 61)

Su 51)
, fly _ V 6 1 Sx _
‘' Sx -,(- + 6v)

. . „ Su dn 61 du 5y —y . . n As 6x ->0, s—dx, s—>3}, s—> xx and 6» -> V.dx dx Sx ax Sx dx

Hence, in the limit, when fix is zero, 

g/_ do 
dy _ Vdx " dx,
dx v7

d SuX _ 1 / du _ ddX
V"’ dx (i:J " ZyCh Wdc/ Q.B.D.

(b) The corresponding formula foi differentiating the pvoduct of two 
such functions! is

d . , dv du
dx (9 dx dx-

(c) (0 y = x2 cos x.
. dy ...»,. d-x = x2(— sin x) + 2x cos x,

= x(2 cos x — x sin x).

,... 2x - 7
y (x + 2)2

_ dy_(x + 2)2x2 -(2x-))<2x (x + 2) 
'• dx (x + 2)4

_ 2(x + 2) - 2(2x - 7) 
(x + 2)3 ’

~xx+18
(X + 2)3 '

0«) y = log {x + v/(d + *2)},

A (¡T = L nw x £{* + (1 + x2)«2}, 
dx x 4- (1 4- x2)V2 dx1 v 1 7

_l+Kl+^Wx2*, 
x + (d + X2)1I2

i -I---- x-----  _ 1+(l+x2)l/2r 
“ X + (1 + x2)1/2

_ _____ £±-(1.+.^_____
(1 + x2)1/2{x + (1 + x2)^

= __L_
(i + x2)'

Q. 8. (a) Evaluate

(!) dx - -  J 
— + Jx11

fz dx I .................
A. 8- a) 10 (vs+ = (x + 3)-2dx,

¿0%];
= -5 -1 + 3-1, 
= 3.

1_

T nl6 i,"/6sin2x.
(ii) I tan Zxdx = I ¿rs-jxdx,

J v Jo LO!,j£*

= [”5 -}d(cos 2x), 
J 0 cos 2x

= —ihoito (cos 2;2' ,
= -%(llogo wss — logc cos v)>

= -|(loge V-5 — loge ^1.
=. go - ( - V-6932)», 
= V-3466.

p [3 
(Hi) I sin 2x cos xdx, 

J o

P/3.................................- _ ■= N Zsinxcoszxdx.since sin 2x = 2sunxcosx, 
I o
"n/a

= —2 cos2 x d(cos x),
J V

pt/3 
= —2 I cos2 x d(cos x), 

J o
[~cos3 xn/3

- 2L“Jo

-4 3(2)1
7 . •

1L
(u) y = Vox - 7-V)'

= *112 - x-ll2
r4J (x12 — x-i2)dx 

xt . J1 ,
Now, Pimen------------ 4   1

_ [Ix3/2-2«,/2]:,

-3 {X--6)v(^)'}■
_ 8

9

f 1/6
(ii) |idu 2xdx, 

Jo Q. 9. When a battery is applied to the sending end of a long telegraph 
line, the received current, at 5 ms intervals, is given by

r 11/3
(tii) J sin 2x cos xdx.

Jo
(b) Calculate the mean value of the function

y = (x- - %2'fi■oom2t 1to * = 4.
Use Simpsons rule to evaluate the mean current flowing in these 3V ms.

Time (ms) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

Current (mA) 0 1-5 7 13 16 18 19
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MATHEMATICS C, 1973 (continued)

A. 9. The graph of received current against time is shown in the 
sketch.

Simpson’s rule for the approixmete evaluation of an area under a 
curve states that, 1f the area Is divtded into an even number, 2«, of 
strips, of equal Width, h, the area. A, is given by

A=§Ui+22m++23 -3+-+u3
+ 4(y2 + y4 + ■ • •)}>

where y], yz.. .yzn+1are the ordinates erected at the points of division 
of the strips.

Thus, referring to the sketch, his 5 ms, yi is the ordinate (equ! to 
zero) at tune = zero, and >2n+i is the ordinate (equal to 19 mA) at 
time = 30 ms; y3 and ys are the odd ordinates at time = 10 ms and 
time = 20 ms respecttvisli/, and y2, 343 etc. are the even ordinates at 
time = 5 ms, time = 15 ms, etc.

Hence, from the given data, the approximate area under the curve 
from 0-30 ms is given by

§{o+ 19 + 2(7 + 16) + 4(1-5 + 13+ 18)}= 325.

The mean current flowing = area under curve
30

325
30 ’

= 10-83 mA,

Q. 10. (a) If z == 1— 4j, express 22 — 22 in the polar form, r L9.
(b) IfZo = g +j3Cy calculate the modulus (magnitude) and

the argument (angle) of 20 when R = 88, L = l x 10*3, C = 0-054 X 
10-5, and G is negligible.

A. 10. (a) 22 - 22 = z(2 - z),

= (3 - 4jX-1 + 4D>
= —3 + 4j + 12j + 16,
= 13 + 16j,
= V132 + 162)/tean'-&
= 2)-62/tai-11-231
= 20-22 /50° 55'.

L . nr2 
, C XEc) '

Note: The question omits to give a value to w, and, hence, it is not 
possible to determine either the modulus or the argument of 2o, 
except in terms of to. However, in view of the wording of the question, 
it is presumed that the omission of a numerical value for to, was an 
?vei-ssght. Therefore, assuming c to be, say, 10s, the calculation is as 
follows:

/ 1 x 10-3 . 88 W
- \0-054 X 10-2 C 102 x 0-054 xl0 2j ’

= (1-852 X 104 _ j1fi29)1i2,

= «4{(1-852 x 104)2 + (1,629X2l%'a~l{-ï--Sf285)24)

= 4/(3-565 x 100) /41an-l(—0-08792),
= 1/(1-859 X 104 Afl-T 2'),

= 132-3 4- ? 31.

Thus, the modulus of 20 for w = 10s is 136-3, and the argument 
is -2° 31.

COMMUNICATION RADIO C, 1973 
Students were expected to answer any six questions

Q. 1. (a) Briefly explain the terms

(1) criticalfeequency, 
(r’3) maximum usablefnquency (m.u.f), and 
(m) optimum traffic/requeuey.
(b) What is the relationship between (1) and (ii) in part (a) P
(e) Fig. 1 ts a simplified diagram of an ionospheric region in the 

atmosphere.

(i) Explain how the radio wave incident on the ionized region 
represented in Fig. 1 is returned to earth when it is below the
m.u.f.

(ii) Why does a wave at a frequency above the mauf penetrate the 
region ?

(nl) Where is the maximum electron density In the ionospheric region 
shown m Fig. i ?

Fig.l

A. 1, (a) (i) The critical frequency is the maximum frequency 
whigh, for given ionospheric conditions, is reflected when vertically 
inddont. ,

(ii) The maximum usable frequency (m.u.f.)isthatfrequency which, 
forgiven ionosphericconditions, allows communication between two 
displaced points.

(ill) The optimum traffic frequency is approximately 85 per cent 
of the m.u.f., and allows for fluctuation of ionospheric conditlons.

(b) The relationship between the critical frequency and the m.u.f. 
is given by

fnfsseci,

where f,, is the m.u.f. (hertz), 
fc is the critic! frequency (hertz), and 
i is the angle of incidence (degr ees of arc).

(c) (i) In Fig, 1 thedensities of the layers are such that N3 > 
N > N1

Thus, as the incident: wave penetrates the ionospheric region, it 
passes through a progressive more-dense medium. The refractive 
index of a medium (equa1 to :2^, where r is the angle of refraction), 
is inversely proportional to the densltjy, so that, as the density increases, 
sin r, and hence r, increases. The wave is, therefore, progressively bent 
away from the norma. If the N3 layer 1 sufficiency dense, then the 
wave is eventuaiy totally reflected within the layer and, on passim 
through the progressively less-dense layers blow N3 bent towards 
the norma and returned to earth.
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COMMimNCATÍON RADIO C, 1973 (continued)
(ii ) The refractive index is also directly proportional to the fre

quency of the mcident wave, so that, as the frequency increases, the 
angle of refraction decreases. The incident wave is not, then, sufficiently 
ten for total reflexion, and thus, passes through the N3 tayw. The 
wave, now passing through the progressively less-dense regions above 
NjJs bent towards the normal to take up a direction similar to that of 
the incident wave.

(Hi) The maximum electron density is N3.

Q. 2. (a) Explain clearly why noise factor is an important measure 
of the performance of a radio receivee.

(b) Ifthe noise power in a given bandwidth in an atrial is 10 pW 
and the niotsefacmr of an amplifier matched to the aerial is 9, what is

(i) the total noisepower in the given bandwidth at the output of Me 
amp/fier if it has a powergain of 50, and

(H) the contribution of the amplifier to the ompiu noire power in this 
bandwidth? * '

(c) What is dre efirct on the noise power output from this ampllfier if 
(i) the bandwidth is halved, and
(ii) the amid and amplifier are mismatched?

A. 2 (a) The source of noise which appears at the output of a 
receive may be externa^ such as rlectricli ignition systems and ofitar 
transient disturbances, or internal. Interna! noise may be generated 
by the random movement of electrons in ressstors or active dovi^s, 
such as transistors and valves.

The noise factor, F of a receiver is a measure of the mrnmnt of 
interna noise introduced by the receiver per unit of gain, and is 
defined as

p =_____total noise power at the output_____
output noise power due to input noise power'

Thus, if Pm is the noise power at the output (watts). 
Pm is the noise power at the input (watts), 
Pm Is the signal power at the output (watts), and 
Psi is the signal power at the input (watts),

then, ''n ■ _
P„i X gain’ .........(1)

= __ p«° =Pl/Ri ,
Pm X PsOPs Pso/Pno

_ input signal-to-noise power ratio . 
output signa!-to-noise power ratio

(b (i) From equation (1),

Pno = FXPnt x gain:
= 9xlOx5OpW.

.'. noise power at output = 4,500 pW.

(ii) The noise power at the output due to the input noise
= 10 x 50 pW.

.. the contribution of the amplifier to the output noise 
powse
= 4,500 — 500 = 4,000 pW.

(c) (i) The maximum power, P, that a tharmli noise source can 
sjuply to a load is when the source and load are matched, and is given h Y •

P = k x t x Af watts, .........(2)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant (138 x 10-23 j/k), 

t is the temperature (K), and
Afis the bandwidth (Hz).

Thus, if the bandwidth is halved, the noise-power output is halved.
(H) When the aerial and amplifier are not matched, equation (2) is 

no longer vaHd, and the noise power transferred to the amplifier is 
reduced; he., Pmis reduced.

From equation (1),

Pm = F x gain > Pm.
Since F and gain reman constant, the net effect is a reduction in 
total notse output.

Ö- 3. (a) From what stage in a superheterodyne receiver is automatic 
gam control (a.g.c.) derived?

(b) To what stages in a superheterodyne receiver can a.g.c. be applied 7

(c) Why is delayed a.g.c. preferred to simple a.g.c..
(d) List the components in the circuit shown in Fig. 2 which contribute 

to the a.g.c, action, and indicate the function of each. How does this 
circuit compensate for a change in input-signal level ?

Fig. 2 <a.

A. 3. (a) Automatic gain control (a.g.c.) reduces any change in 
amplitude at the receiver output due to variations in carrier 
amplitude, for a given degree of modulation. A control voltage 
may, therefore, be obtained by rectificatton of the radio frequency 
(r.f.) signal (and removal of the audio-frequency (a.f.) signai The 
detector or a separate rectifier may be used.

(b) A.g.c. may be applied to the r.f. and intermediate-frequency 
(i.f.) stages such that their gain is controlled. Alternatively, variation 
of the bias on a diode shunting the first i.f. transformer may be used, 
or the output of the loc! osriilator may be varied.

(c) Simple a.g.c. controls the gain of the amplifying stages in 
proportion to the amplitude of the received signal. As illustrated in 
sketch (a), the greater the received signal, the greater the suppression 
of receiver output (curve A). In comparison with an uncontrolled 
characteristic (curve B), the effect is merely to reduce the range of 
{mistion of output and, unfortunately, to reduce the very weak 
signals.

Delayed a.g.c. (curve C), however, does not operate until the 
received signaa exceeds some predetermined value. The suppression of 
weak signals is prevented and, as a bonus, the resultant output 
characteristic is relatively constant.

(d The components contributing to the a.g.c. action are
(i) R8, the resistor across which the a.g.c. control voltage is 

developed,
(ii) R10 and C8, the time constant of which is made long in relation 

to the a.f. period to prevent the control responding to a.f. variations,
(Hi) R1, which provides bias voltage to the base of the first tran- 

ststor,
(iv) R2, which determines the potential applied to the collector, and 
(v) C5, which maintains iheRl-Cljunction at earth potential to r.f.
If the receiver output rises, the voltage across R8 becomes more 

negative. This voltage change is communicated, via R10 and C8, to 
drive the base of the first transistor more negative. The first-stage 
collector current rises, and the voltage drop across R2 increases. The 
collector potential is thus reduced, so that the stage gain, and hence 
the receiver output, falls.

Q. 4. A superheterodyne receiver has an intermediate frequency 
(i.f.) of 10-7 MHz, and the Iocal-lsctilatorfl^equrncv is above the radio 
frequency. The receiver covers the band of frequency-modulated carriers 
spaced at O-5MHz intervals between 75-97 MHz. Each of these 
carriers has a modulation index of 5 when the maximum modulating 
frequency is 15 kHz.

(a) (i) that? is the number of frrqllency-moduUated channels in the 
b and?

(ii) What is the minimum i.f. bandwidth required?
(¿1 When the receiver is tuned to the carrier at 75 MHz, what is the 

band covered by the
(i) image channel, and

(ii) adjacent channel 2
(c) (i) Which carriers are most susceptible to image-chmnme inter- 

Irrrnce from within the band?
(ii) What are the frequencies of the interfering carriers?

A. 4. (a) (i) By inspection, the number of carriers
upper frequency—lower frequency 

channel sparing + 1.

Hence, the number of channels between 75-97 MHz, separated by
97 — 75O5 MHz, is Q 75 + 1=«.

6 4
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(H) The frequency-modulated wave contains the frequency com- 

ponlntsfc,fc±fn,fc±Zfn,fc±3fn.f'c±ffn -. -fc±nfm, wherefcis the 
carrier frequency and fm the modulation frequency. Fortunately, 
not all the components are of significance, and an empirical formula for 
the bandwidth required for acceptable signal reproduction is 2(fm-+fd) 
where fd is the frequency deviation.

Now, modulation index, in, is defined as the ratio of frequency 
deviation to modulating frequency.

■'• fd = ”mm
so that the bandwidth required is

2(fm + mfm) = 205 + 5 x 155 = 180 kHz,

(b) (i) When the local-oscillator frequency is above the required 
signal frequency, the image frequency is that which is twice the i.f. 
above the required signal frequency. Since the i.f. is 10-7 MHz and 
the required signal frequency is 75 MHz, the image frequency is 
75 + 21-4 = 96-4MHz. The deviation about the required signal 
frequency is +90 kHz, so that the image frequency will fall in the 
band 96-4 + 0-09 MHz, which is within the band centred on the 
96-5 MHz carrier.

(ii) The adjacent channel to the 75 MHz channel that falls within 
the range of the receiver is 75-5 MHz. Since the bandwidth about 
each carrier is $90 kHz, the band covered by the adjacent channel 
is 75-5 + 0-09 MHz.

(c) (1) Consider the image channels of those carriers at the lower- 
end of the receiver range, as shown in the table.

________________________________________________________

Carrier frequency (MHz) Image channel (MHz)

75-0 + 0-09 96-4 + 9-09
75-5 + 0-09 96-9 + 0-09
76-0 ±0-09 97-9 + 0-09

The image channel to a 76 MHz carrier (and all above this figure) 
falls outside the receiver range, so that channels most susceptible to 
image-channel interference will be centred on 75 MHz and 75 - 5 MHz.

(ii ) The interfering frequencies, outlined in part (c), (i), are between 
96-31-96-49 MHz and 96-81-96-99 MHz. These would fall in the
the bands centred on the 96- 5 MHz and 97 MHz carriers.

Q. 5. (a) What do you understand by the terms
(i) high-level modulation, and

(ii) low-levee modulation?
Illustrate your answers with block diagrams of amplifudl-modulatiou 

transmitters.
(b) What class of operation is usual for the final-stage amplifiers for 

each of these types of transmitter .
(c) What do the following abbreviations stand for when used in 

connexion with amplitude-modtdation transmission:
(1) s.s.b.,
(ii) d.-.b.,

(iii) d.s.b.s.c.,
(iv) i.s.b.?
(d) Using sketches of a smusoidaa modulatiltg-sigllal and a sinusaidid 

carrier-signal, illustrate the waveform of a morhuated signaa using 
modulation types:

(1) d.s.b.,
(ii) d.s.b.s.e.,
(Hi) s.s.b.

A. 5. (a) (i) High-level modulation is the term used for the system 
in which modulation of the signal to be transmitted is undertaken in 
the final amplifying stage, where the signal power is a maximum.

(ii ) Low-level modulation is when modulation is undertaken prior 
to the final amplifying stage.

Block diagrams illustrating high- and low-level systems are shown 
in sketch (a).

LOW-LEVEL MODULATION

RF. MODULATED RF.
AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER
(class c) (CLASS c)

HIGH-LEVEL MODUUATIOH

IV)

(b) The finol-stogl amplifiers for low- and high-level modulation 
transmhters are operated m the class-B and class-C modes respectively.

(c) The abbreviations respectively stand for
(1) single sideband,

(ii) double sideband,
(iii) double sideband suppressed carrier, and
(iv) independent sideband.
(d) The waveforms are iHustrated in sketch (b).

DOUBLE SIDEBAND SINGLE SIDEBAND
SUPPRESSED CARRIER

(b)

Q. 6. A class-C amplifier employs a valve, operating at 1,000 volts 
high tension, whose anode current has an angle of flow of 120“°.

(a) Sketch, on the same axes, the variation of anode and grid voltages 
with time over one cycle of sinusoidal applied voltage. Indicate the cut-off 
voltage and the angle of grid-current flow.

(b) From your sketch, obtain an equation for the angle of flow of 
anode current in terms of the peah applied signal, cut-off voltage and 
bias voltage.

(c) If the cut-off voltage for this valve is —20 volts, and the peak 
applied-signa voltage is 150 volts, what bias voltage will give an angle 
offlaw of

(i) 120° and
(ri) 150‘?

A. 6. (a) The variation of anode and grid voltage is shown in the 
sketch.

(3) Referring to the sketch, it may be seen that, for a sinusoid 
having a peak, V, volts, the instantaneous voltage, 12- is defined as

v- = Vp sin coo.
Consider the instantaneous voltage when grid current just starts to 

: ow.

TZ . fit 0\ . 0
v = V,sin (g ~g) = Vpcng

Also, Df = — Vj — (— K75)) where V] is the grid bias voltage, and 
Vco is the cut-oh“ voltage.

. ) -Ib+ Vca= VCOis■•
0 = 2cos -1 VOÇ-Vb. 
,Ip

(c) (/) If Vo, is —20 volts and V„ is 150 volts, then, for an angle of 
flow of 120",

Vb = - Pp coos + Vw 

= —150 cos 60 - 20, 
= —95 volts.

(H) For an angle of flow of 150°,
Vb = — 150 cos 75 — 20, 

™ ~58'7 volts.

Q. 7. (a) Infrequency modulation, the phase of the carrier changes 
with the modídatmgfrequrncy.

(1) What is the relationship between the phase of the carrier and the 
modtdating waveform .

(ii) If the modulating firequeney is halved, how is the change of phase
oflrctrdP
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(b) Using the phasor representation of a carrier and two side-fre
quencies, indicate how amplitude modulation and frequency modulation 
differ.

(c) In frequency modulation, the carrier wave has a constant ampli
tude. Show, from the phasor representation ofpart (b), that two side
frequencies and the carrier are not enough to fully represent a 
frequency-modulated signal.

A. 7. (a) (i) In frequency modulation, the carrier frequency, fc, 
is varied at the rate of the modulating frequency, fm, by an amount 
depending on the modulating amplitude.

A sinusoidal carrier may be expressed as fc(i) = cos 00) = cos wcf, 
and the modulating signal may be expressed as fi„(i) = cos com.

The instantaneous angular frequency, an can be expressed as the
____ „ . d0 „ . . ___ . . rate of change of the phase, 0, that is gt, or as the nominal carrier 

angular frequency plus the deviation, that is We + Aw cos w»m
Therefore, the phase variation is given by G() = fwidt, and so, 

90) = Wct + — sin wm The modulated signal may, therefore, be ex
pressed as

cos 60) = cos (wet +---- - sin wm), ....... (1)
firn mm 7

where 37- is the peak phase deviation, and is known, as the modula
tion index.

(ii ) From equation (1), provided that the frequency deviation is 
maintained constant for a given modulating-signaa amplitude, it can 
be seen that, if the modulating frequency is halved, the peak phase- 
dcviation is doubled, and the rate of change of phase is halved.

(b) A sinusoid! signal, we, may be represented by a phasor A, 
having a length proportional to its amplitude, rotatinganti-ctockw1se 
about some reference, O, as shown in sketch (al. For an amplitude-

modulated wave, the two side-frequencies, mg + cum and w — wm, 
may be superimposed on the carrier phasor. The upper side-frequency 
can be represented by a phasor rotating about that of the carrier, as 
shown hi sketch (b), and, since it has a higher angular velocity, may 
be shown rotating anti-clockwise. The lower side-frequency, having 
an angular velocity below that of the carrier, appears to be moving in 
the opposite direction and,so, may be represented by a phasor rotating 
clockwise about the carrier phasor, A, such that the locus of the 
resultant of the two side frequencies lies along the axis 0A. Thus, 
only the amplitude of phasor A is varied, as illustrated in sketch (c), 
and this is shown more simply in sketch (d).

The first-order side frequencies about the carrier in a frequency- 
modulated wave may also be shown in phasor form, but, in this case, 
the carrier amplitude must remain constant. This may be approxi
mated by drawing the high-frequency phasor rotating anti-clockwise, 
and the lower-frequency phasor clockwise, as before, but such that the 
locus of their resultant lies perpendicular to the unmodulated carrier 
phasor, as shown in sketch (e). This may be simplified as shown in 
sketch (f).

(c) The representationin sketch (f) is, howeveer only an approxi
mation, since the carrier amplitude at each extremity is slightly 
larger’than when the carrier is unmodulated. A more accurate repre
sentation requires additional side-frequency component phasors. 
Sketch (g shows the phasor when the second-order side-frequencies 
are mcluded. It can be seen that the resultant locusisa curve,rather 
than a pcrpendiculal' axis to the unmodulated carrier.
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Q. 8. Fig. 3 shows a discriminator.

Fig. 3

(a) What type is it?
(b) Draw phasoo diagrams relating Vi with each of V2, V, and V4 

when the signaa is
(i) at the carrier frequency, and

(ii) above the carrierfrequeney.
(c) Draw a typical input/output characteristicfor such a discriminator, 

labeling the axes.
(d) What happens to the output if the incoming carrier drifis from its 

nominal frequency 7

A. 8. (a) The circuit shown is a ratio detector.
(b) When the frequency of the voltage in the tank circuit is at the 

carrier frequency, then the voltage, V3, is in quadrature with voltages 
Vi and V2, as shown in sketch (a). The voltage, V4, is the vector sum 
of Vi and V3.

When the frequency in the tank circuit is above the carrier frequency, 
then V3 is no longer in quadrature with V and V2. The resultant of 
Vi and V3, shown in sketch (b), now differs from that in the resonant 
condition.

(c) The characteristic h sshown in sketch (c), wherefo is the resonant 
frequency, and/2 >fo >fr.

(d) If the incoming carrier drifts from its nominal frequency, then, 
from sketch (c), the mean voltage output would not be centred on 
zero. The d.c. component would effectively be removed by the coupling 
capacitor, and, provided that the drift did not veer too far from zero, 
the discriminator would sttll. operate over a linear portion of its 
characteristic, so that no distortion shouto be introduced. The direct 
voltage produced by frequency drift may, how^veer be utilized to 
control the receiver ioc!-osciilator and, thus, provide automatic 
ireqjuency control.

(a) (b) (c)

Q. 9. For a rhombic aerral, the approximate relationship between 
the angle of elevation of the main lobe and the heighh of the aerial ts 

sinm _ fi-Ah
(a) If the aerral height is 20 m and the leg length is 100 m,

(1) whatfrequency range is the aerial suitable for,
(ii) how many wavelengths is the leg-length at the extremities of this 

operating band, and
(iii) wiatis the angular range of elevation of the main lobe for this 

aerial 7
(b) Indicate a typical gain/frequency characteristic for such an aerral, 

usng typical values for the scales on the axes.

A. 9. (a) (i) The power radiated by a rhombic aerial islpropor- 
tlonal to the leg length, whereas the angle of elevation is inversely 
proportion! to the leg length. An effective compromise is accueved 
when this length is between 2-8 wavelengths.

When the leg length is 100 m, the shortest wavelength supported 1
8i% =12-5 m, which corresponds to a frequency of ,1 - = 24 MHz. 8 Li‘ 3

Snmlarrly, the longest wavelength is 1% = 50 m, which corresponds to 

a frequency of 3p501°- = 6 MHz. A suitable range is, therefore, 

6-24 MHz.
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(ii) From part (i), the wavelengths at the extremities of the band are 

12-5 m and 50 m.
......................................................................... 12-5

(in) When A = 12-5 m, the angle of elevation = sm-1 — •
= sin-1 0-156,
= 9°.

Q. 10. Describe a method of measuring each of the following, number
ing each step in the procedure ami listing the equipment required:

(a) the selectivity of a medium-wave broadcast receiver, and
(b) the image-chattme rejection ratio ofsuch a receiver.
Gtve typical results for each of these measurements.

When A = 50 m, the angle of elevation = sin_i —• oU 
= sin-'0-625, 
= 38’41'.

(b) A typical gain/frequency characteristic is illustrated in the sketch.
:o|-
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CORRECTION

COMMUNICATION RADIO C, 1972 (Supplement to Vol. 66, Oct. 
1973).

Part (c) of the answer to Q.6 should include a control for switched 
bands. Such a control is essential for the receiver described in the 
question.

LINE TRANSMISSION C, 1973
Students were expected to answer any six questions

Q. 1. (a) Write down an expression for the characteristic impedance 
of a uniform transmission line in terms of its primary coefficients.

(b) Calculate the characteristic impedance at w = 5,000 rad/s, 
given that R = 40ohmslkm, L = 1-5mH/km, G = l pS/km and 
C = 0-1 [A/F/om.

§c) Explain how the characteristic tmpedance ofan actual line can be 
calculated from the results of two separate impedance measurements.

A. 1. (a) For a uniform transmission line, the cha’acteristic 
impedance, Zo, is given by the expressiwn

Zo  ./fR+JwL') ohms,u pyG+mj
where w is the angular velocity (rad/s), 

R is the loop resistance (ohmsskm), 
L is the loop inductance IH/km), 
G is the loop leakance (S/km), and 
C is the loop capacitance (F/km).

R, L, G and C are known as the primary coefficients.
(b) For the values given,

R+ = 40+ j7-5 = 40-7 410-6",
and G+jmC = (1 + 5500) X 10-5=500 X -0-5/89-9°.

" |z°| -xQoO x 10-«) 285-3 ohms,

and ¿ = t0-6-9'9, = -39.7°, where d is the
2 argument of Z0.

Hence, Zo = 285-3 /-39-7° ohms.

(c) The characteristic impedance of a transmission line can be 
calculated from bridge measurements of the input impedance when the 
far end is (i) short-circuited (Zsc), and (ii) open-circuited (ZOE. The 
characteristic impedance of the line is the geometric mean of these 
two measurements.
Thus, Zo = 1/(Zoe X Zn).

Q. Z. At a particular frequency, a cable pair has a characteristic 
impedance of 600 ohms and is half a wavelength long. It has a trans
mission loss of 3 dB when property terminated. Calculate its sending-end 
impedance when thefar end is apen-ci'rcmted.

A. 2. The sennling-end impedance, Z;, of a transmission line is 
given by

Zs = Za ( 1 — nck / -fix 
I1 + nck { -2fiJ 

where 20 is the characteristic impedance (ohms), 
m is the current reflexion coefficient, 
k is the attenuation experienced by a signal traveling from the 

sending end to the termination and back, expressed as a 
voltage or current ratio,

[3 is the phase-change coefficient, and
I is the length of the line in terms of the wavelength, A

Now, the total phase change is given by 2fi1, where [3 = 27/A.

:. total phase change = 2x 27” x g = 2iirad, or, clTccti'v<cl/y, 0 . 
A

The total attenuation for both directions is 6 6B. This represents a 
voltage or current ratio of l : 2. Therefore, k = 0-j.

yr _  yr
Now, 1-7 = 2° ;§:’ where ZT is the terminating impedance,

600 /0 _ 1
600 ¿/(F — oo o __ 1

“ 600/0° + 0_ 60‘02( g 1 *
00

-, *-«<{H43Hm54m-

-“(l^

= 1,800 ohms.

Note: This question can also be answered by consideration of the 
phasor diagrams for current and voltage. The principle of this method 
is illustrated in A. 2, Line Transmission C, 1969, Supplement, Vol. 63, 
p. 59, Oct. 1970.

Q. 3. A coaxial cable, designed for use up to 60 MHz, comprises a 
copper conductor he/d centrally within an outer copper conductor by 
means ofifoyetthiylknte disks attached to the centre conductor at regular 
intervals.

(a) Make sketches to show how the primary andsecondm-y co"eficnntt 
of this cable would vary over the range 0 60 MHz.

(b) Explain why these variations occur.
(c) How would the attenuation be aflected if the spacing of the disks 

were reduced?

A. 3. (a) and (b) See A.1, Line Transmisson C, 1971, Supplement, 
Vol. 65, p. 87, Jan. 1973; and A3, Line Transmission C, 1970, 
Supplement, Vol. 64, p. 79, Jan. 1972.

(c) The dielectric of the coaxial pair is made up partly of polyethy
lene, and partly of air. A reduction in the spacing of the disks increases 
the amount of polyethylene in a given length of cable. As the permit
tivity of polyethylene is greater than that of air, the effective loop 
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capacitance is increased. This reduces the characteristic impedance of 
the pair and increases its attenuation. In practice, the polyethylene 
disks are about l'2mm thick and are spaced about 33 mm apart. 
Hence, the amount of polyethylene is smaal in relation to the amount 
of air, and therefore, a reduction in the spacing would, in general, 
only have a small effect on the loop capacitance. However", the effect 
on the attenuation of the pair at high frequencies could be significant.

Q. 4. (a) Draw the circuit diagram of a two-wire-to-four-wire 
terminating unit.

(b) Explain the function of such a unit in a four-wire, audia-frequency, 
repeatered circuit.

(c) Calculate the balance return-loss for a line havving an Impedance 
of (600 — 1’100) ohms, connected to the two-wire terminals, when a 
netwook having an impedance of 700 430° ohms, is connected to the 
balance terminals.

A. 4. (a) A circuit diagram of a two-wire-to-four-wire terminating 
umt is shown in the sketch.

(b) Repeatered circuits are used in the four-wire configuration 
because amplifiers are unidirection! devices and, hence, for ampli
fication purposes, the send- and reede-direction signals on a trans
mission line must be separated into two unidirectional paths. A 
terminating unit is used at each end of the four-wire section in order to 
combine the unidirectional paths with the bi-directional path of the 
two-wire section.

The terminating unit allows signals from the two-wire section to 
pass into the four-wire section and, also, allows signals, arriving on 
the four-wire receive path, to pass into the two-wire steffion. The 
attenuation experienced by these signals is, theoretically, 3 dB, but 
in practice, the balance is rarely a perfect match for the two-wire line, 
and losses occur in the transformers. Therefore, it is usual to allow 
for a loss of 4 dB in these paths.

The terminating unit, when properly balanced, prevents instability 
in the four-wire section by presenting a very high impedance between 
the four-wire receive and senu paths.

(6) The balance return-loss is a measure of the quality of the 
impedance match between a balancing network, having an impedance 
Z5, and a two-wire line, having an impedanceZo. If 2b = 2o, the 
balance is perfect, and the balance return-loss is infinite.

Now, balance return-loss

=2,1-“0|ZmB|dB,

01 I 600 ~llOO + 700 cos 30° + j700sin 30° i 
20 logm |600 - j 100 - (700 cos 30° + j700 sin 30°)|

1600 -j 1100 + 606 +j350|
“ 20k)gl0 1600 - j100 - 606 - j350l

11206 +j250|,
20 ^^o _am|

f 12062 + 2502V/2-20 2g0 1°” 4w) ’
= 20108m 2-74,
= 8-74 dB.

Q. 5. (a) Draw the circuit diagram of an a.c. bridge, suitable for 
measuring the impedance of an audio-frequency cable pair.

(b) Derive the modulus and wtgle of the measured impedance in terms 
of the bridge components.

(o) State what precautions are necessaay in order to ensure a high 
degree of accuracy.

A. 5. See A.4, Line Transmission C, 1971. Supplemein, Vol. 65, 
p. 88, Jan. 1973.

Q. 6. (a) Describe the transmission plan for a typical telephone 
netwook, showing the losses allowable in each part of a trunk connexion 
between two subscribers.

(b) What are the advantages of four-wire switching in a trunk network 7

A. 6. See A.6, Line Transmission C, 1969. Supplemein, Vol. 63, 
p. 60, Oct. 1970.

Q. 7. A carrier telephony system is to be set up over star-quad cables, 
and if is esssnttal to reduce crosstalk to a minimum.

(a) Explain how crosstalk could arise.
(b) What steps should be taken to reduce crosstalk to an acceptable 

0eve'

A. 7. (a) Crosstalk can be caused by
(i) capacitance unbalance,
(ii) resistance unbalance,
(Hi) inductive coupling,
(iv) low insulation resistance, or
(v) wiie-to-wire contacts.

(b) Some of these factors can be minimized by sound dessgn, and by 
ensuring uniformity during manufacture; others by careful instaHation 
and maintenance procedures.

The four wires of each quad are taken from the same reel, thus 
eliminating any potsible differences in diameter due to the drawing 
die, and all are insulated with paper ribbons cut from the same roll. 
The identification marks, printed on the paper in the form of one, two, 
three or four rings, are spaced in such a way as to use the same amount 
of ink in a given length for each wire of the quad, thus obviating any 
difference in insulation resistance attributable to the ink itself.

All quads have different lengths of lay, some being laid clockwise 
and some anti-clockwise. The cable is butit up in layers of quads, each 
layer being laid hdically over the one below it and in the opposite 
direction of lay. Thus, all quads in a layer have the same direction of 
lay, but two adjacent layers have clockwise and anti-clockwise quads 
respectively. This arrangement of layers and quads minimizes the 
pos:sii>iiity of inductive coupling between quads. The completed cable 
core is thoroughly dried in an oven before the sherthing is applied, 
and it is important that moisture should not be allowed to enter the 
core and, hence, reduce the insulation resistance, during the subse
quent jointing operations.

In practice, the main source of crotSalk is capacitance unbalance. 
It is necessary to make measurements on each cable length and, then, 
to select quads for jointing in such a way as to even out and minimize 
the overIl unbalance figures. Such joints are called tess-seeeelee joints.

Sketch (a) shows the various capacitances involved in a star quad 
with wires A, B, C and D, No crosstlk occurs within this quad if 
w = x = y — z, a = b, c = d, and m = n.

&

(a)

Sketch (b) shows a typical unit balancing-section for a carrier cable
system. This comprises eight lengths of cable, each about 160 m tong, 
and every joint is test selected. The cable lengths are first jointed m

(1)

pairs (joints Tl) and, then, in groups of four (jomts T2). A selected 
joint, T3, completes the unit balrncmg-tectlotl_ A number oi such 
sections are then sekctively jointed together (joints T4) to build up 
the cable to the required length. It is possible to carry out mud of the 
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measurement and selection work in the factory before the cable lengths 
are delivered to the site, and installed. However, it is usually necessary 
to test and select for joints T3 and T4 in situ.

For a carrier system, it is usual to use separate cables for each 
direction of transmission. On completion of the balancing process, 
small trimming capacitors are added at the receiving end, as required, 
in order to compensate for any residual unbalance, as shown in sketch 
(c). For this purpose, a specal balancing-frame is provided at the 
terminal station. Although there are various paths over which far-end 
crosstalk can occur, they all have the same eleccrical length. Thus, all 
the components of the total far-end crosstalk arrive in the same phase, 
and their effect can be subssantially eliminated by the use of simple 
capacitors. This contrasts with the conditions for near-end crosssalk, 
where the various paths have different lengths (see sketch (df) and, 
thus, the components of the total near-end crosstalk cover a range of 
phase relationships. Near-end crosssalk is avoided by making use of 
the screening effect of the lead sheaths.

(C) (d)

Q. 8. (a) Draw the block diagramfor one endof a 24-channel, voice
frequency telegraph system.

(b) Explain the function of each block in your diagram.
(c) Why do the requirementsfor the channel filters differ from those 

used in a multi-channee carrier-telephony eye/nm7

A. 8. (a) The block diagram for one end of a 24-channel, voice- 
frnqunncy telegraph system is shown in the sketch.

(b) A 24-channel, voice-frequency telegraph system comprises an 
18-channel system in the frequency range 420-2,460 Hz, plus a six- 
channel system in the range 1,140-1,740 Hz. A group modulator 
operating at a frequency of 4,320 Hz, converts the six-channel system 
to a higher frequency band for transmission to line. Thus, the whole 
24-channel system has line frequencies between 42(0-3,180Hz, at a 
spacing of 120 Hz. Each channel has a nominal width of 120 Hz, 
which is appropriate for a working speed of 50 bands. All of the line 
frequencies are odd harmonics of 60 Hz. This arrangement minimizes 
the possibtlity of inter-channel interference, since the most dominant 
harmonic (the second harmonic) in any channel falls midway between 
two higher channels in the frequency spectrum.

In each channel, the line signals are in the form of bursts of the 
carrier frequency. The sending teleprinter’s transmitting contacts are 
arranged to shunt the channel carrier-frequency with a low impedance 
for a space deme^ii and to remove the shunt for a mark element. A 
band-pass filter is provided at the output of each channel to provide 
proper sepaaahon between channels.

(c) In any carrier system, it is essential to make the best use of the 
available bandwidth, and the cost of the channel filters is an important 
consideration. For a telegraph system, the required capacity can be 
obtained by using fairly inexpensive channel filters with a gradual 
cut-off characteristic, because the bandwidth needed for each channel 
is comparatively small. For a carrier-telephony system, however a 
much larger bandwidth is required for each channel, and it becomes 
economic to provide more expensive filters with a sharper cut-off 
characteristic, in order to make the best use of the frequency spaccrum 
available.

Q. 9. (a) Draw block diagrams to show how power may be provided 
for the transmission equipment in a repeater station.

(b) Explain what precautions are taken to ensure the continuity of 
the supppy in the event of a mains failure.

(C Show how nlectrical noise from the power plant /s prnvnntedfrom 
interfering with the transmission circuits.

A. 9. See A.10, Line Transmission C, 1967. Supplemetd, Vol. 61, 
p. 33, July 1968.

Q. 10. (a) Why are ncha-sltppreeeore nncnesary on some types of 
telephone circuit?

(b) Explain the basic principles of an ncho-euppreeear for usi on such 
circuits.

A. 10. (a) Sketch (a) shows a four-wire connexion between two 
subscribers, A and B. Ideally, the loss between the four-wire receive 
and send pairs across a terminating unit should be infinite, but in

plDornmo*

general, this is not the case, because of the practical difficulty of 
making the balancing network a perfect match for the two-wire line.

Assume subscriber A to be speaking, and signals to be passmg to 
subscriber B over the path shown by the full arrows. Any imperfection 
in the matching of the balancing network at B causes part of the 
received signal to be passed back to subscriber A over the path shown 
by the broken arrow. For a conmxionwhich is eleccrically short, that 
is, the delay time is small, subscriber A merely hears this signal as 
sidetone. However where the delay time is long, for example, of the 
order of 200 ms, the signal appears as a distinct echo of his own votce. 
Similar considerations apply when subscriber B is talking, and such 
echoes can cause a serious impediment to mnaningful conversation.

(b) For long circuits, echo-suppressors are provided in order to 
attenuate the return path when the forward path is activated by a 
speech signal. The arrangement is shown in sketch (b).

Echo-suppressors were originally used on long four-wire aud}0 
circuits, but these are now largely superseded by high-vnloctty carrier 
circuits, where the delay time is small. The need for echo-suppressors 
remains however on transoceanic-cable and satenite circuits.
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Students were expected to answer any six questions

Q. 1. When 4 erlangs of traffic are offered to a full-availabbilty group 
of 10 trunks, the grade of service given is 0-005, and when 10 erlangs of 
traffic are offered to a full-availabiiity group of 20 trunks, the grade of 
service given is 0-002. For each case, calculate the traffic carried by the 
first, second and last trunks, and use these values to sketch graphs 
showing the traffic carried by each trunk.

A. 1. Firs case
Traffic offered to first outlet, A = 4 erlangs.

Traffic offered to second outlet = traffie T0st from first outlet,

= 3-2 clangs.

Traffic offered to third outlet = traffic lost from second outlet,

= 2-46 erlangs.
Thus, traffic carried by first outlet =4 — 3-2 = 0-8 clang,

and traffie carried by second outlet = 3-2 — 2-46 = 0-74 erlang.

„ „ ............................. „/ N ATraffic carried bythe last outlet = B( j----B — A)-
\ 1 —" /

A. 2. (a) See A.10, Telephony C, 1972. Supplemeitt, Vol. 66, p. 75, 
Jan. 1974.

(b) The advantages of artificial-traffic equipment are that it
(i) tests interconnecting wiring between switching-equipment 

stages,
(ii) can detect faults on any level or outlet, and

(iii) can be used to ffood-test particular areas of the switching equip
ment

The advantages of an automatic routiner are that
(i) latent faults can be detected before they affect sevice, since ’a 
' more stringent functional test is applied,

(ii) it can be used with o fault-docket printer, and let unattended, 
(iii) it does not occupy calling equipment, and
(iv) it ensures that every item of equipment is tested.
The disadvantages of an automatic routiner are that it
(i) cannot be used for quality-of-service measurements,

(ii) is not mobile, and
(Hi) does not test intrr-switchmglstage wiring.

Q. 3. (a) Explain why it is necessary to provide voice immunity in 
an in-band signalling system, and say how this is achieved in a single
frequency system. Use sketches to illustrate your answer.

(b) Draw a block diagram of a single-voice-frequency, in-btrnd signal
ling system and give a brief description of its operation.

A. 3. See A.7, Telephony C, 1971. Supplement Vol. 65, p. 33, 
July 1972.

where B is the grade of service, and 
N is the total number of trunks.

IVIf B is small, then = 2 N.1 — B
Thus, last-outlet traffic = B(N - A) = 0-005(10 - 4} 

= 0-03 clang.

Second case
Similarly, traffic offered to first outlet, A = 10 erlangs.

Traffic offered to second outlet = 10 = 9-09 erlangs.

Traffie offered to third outlet = 10 = 8-2erlangs.

Thus, traffic carried by first outlet = 10 — 9-09 =0-91 clang, 

and traffic carried by second outlet = 9-09 — 8-2 = 0-89 erlang.

Also, last-outlet traffic = 0-002 (20 — 10) = 0-02 clang.

The sketch shows graphs of the traffic carried by each trunk in each 
case.

Q. 2. (a) (i) List the facilities provided by a final-selector routine.
(ii) Draw a block diagram of a final-selector rautiner and, in addition, 

indicate how access is gained to the selectors to be tested.
(Hi) Describe how the routiner carries out a typical test on the final 

se/edor.
(b) What are the advantages and disadvantages of an automatic 

routiner compared with an artificial-traffic equipment ?
A

Q. 4. (a) Describe the principle of operation of a crossbar switch, 
and explain how a crosspoint, once operated, is maintained in that 
condition.

(b) Describe how a switch with six horlzoniat operating bars may be 
arranged to form a 26-outlet switch. Use sketches to illustrate your 
answers.

Q. 5. (a) A telephone dial may operate between 7-12 pulses/s with 
a break percentage of 63-72 per cent. What is the duration of (i) the 
minimum break pulse, and (ii) the minimum make pulse 7

(b) (i) Describe the effect of line resistance, lrokoicr and capacitance 
an pulsing, using sketches to illustrate your answer.

(11) What other factors have an effect on the pulsing performance of a 
telephone link 7

(c) Sketch the circuit and describe the operation of one form of pulse 
corrector.

A. 5. (a) The minimum make md brnk periods occur at the 
fastest dial speed, Le. 12 pulses/s.

At 12 pulses/s, the time for one pulse = j^s = 83 ms.

63Minimum break period = 1% X 83 ms = 52-3 ms.
Ivv - ------

Minimum make period = (——100-2 X 83 ms = 23-2 ms.

(b) (I) Sketch (a) shows a typical pulsing circuit with line resistance 
R1 leakance R2 and line capacitance C.

Sketch (b) shows the effect on the operate and release time of relay 
A of low and high values of line resistance.

(a.) (b

With a low line-resistance, the current reaches the A-relay-operate 
value more quickly than with a high line-resistanee. Hence, relay A 
operates soonerr but rc!rocec slightly later. For a given make pulse, 
the relay is operated for time tj.
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With a high line-resistance, relay A operates later, due to the slower 
build up of current, and releases Sightly eaUer. For the same make 
pulse, the relay is operated for time it. Hence an increase in hne 
resistance tends to increase the break portion of a loop-dlsconnect 

1uise.
Line leakance allows a small pre-operate current to flow in relay A, 

and prevents the current from falling to zero during break periods. 
Thus, relay A is operated for longer during each make pulse than if 
the line had no leakance. Hence, the effect is to reduce the break 
portion of a loop-disconnect pulse.

Line capacitance generOly only affects the release of relay A, since 
the line discharges quickly when the impulse springs make. Hnwever- 
when the impulse springs break, the line capacitance recharges via 
relay A; this has the effect of keeping relay A operated for a sightly 
longer period. The overall effect is to reduce the break period of the 
pulse from relay A.

(ii) Other factors which have an effect on pulsing performance are
(1) the dial speed and ratio,
(2) relay A operate and release times,
(3) transmission bridges with pulse repetition, and
(4) the exchange battery voltage.
(0) Sketch (c) shows a simple pulse-corrector element in a transmis

sion bridge.

(C)

On seizure, and during each make pulse, capacitor C1 charges to 
~50 volts via resistor R1 when relay LS is operated. At each break 
pulse, when relay LS rebases, capacitor C1 discharges via the low- 
resistance coil of relay A, which then operates. Contact A1 breaks 
the forward loop, while contact A2 connects capacctor C2 (already 
charged to —50 volts) to the high-resistance coil of relay A. Capacctor 
C2 now discharges via theA-relay coil and holds this relay operated 
for, typically, 66 ms (this time depends on the time constant of the 
high-resistance coil of relay A and capacitar C2). Thus, one 66 ms 
break pulse is transmitted forward. On the release of relay A, capaci
tor C2 recharges via resistor R2, but, before the sequence can be 
repeated, relay LS must re-operate to a make pulse.

Thus, the circuit functions as a fixed-break pulsecorreccttr, that is, 
it gives a fixed 66 ms break period, but does not change the pulse 
speed. Fixed-break pulse-correctors arenormally only used where the 
pulsing originates from a controlled source, such as a register.

Q. 6. (a) With the aid of sketches, describe the arrangements at a 
unit automatic exchange (u.a.x.) and itsgroup switching centre (g.s.c.) 
to provide subscriber trunk dialling facilities to telephanes served by 
the u.a.x. Include in your answer details of the methodof provision of 
cain-box discrimination and charging-group identification at the g.s.c.

(b) State the mayor advantages in not providing a separate group of 
leveI-O junctions at the u.a.x.

A subssriber, originating a call, is connected to a first selector in the 
u.a.x., which returns dial tone. If the subscriber dials a trunk call 
(initia digit 0), the first selector steps to levee 0, and a levd-l-and-O 
relay-set is seized. The levd-l-and-O relay-set seizes a first sdector at 
the g.s.c. via the junction-hunter and junction. The levd-l-and-O 
relay-set then repeats the digit 0 over the junction to step the g.s.c. 
first seecor to level 0, thus seizing a register-access relay-see, which 
has access to controlling registers and the man trunk network. At 
the u.a.x., the levd-l-and-O. relay-set receives a class-of-service signa 
from the line-finder which indicates whether the call originates from 
an ordinary or a coin-box subscriber. The level-l-and-O relay-seet 
after sending the digit 0 forward, sends a class-of-service discrim
ination digit, which is accepted by the register-access relay-set in the 
g.s.c. This digit is in the range 7-6, and indicates to the register
access relay-set the charging group where the call has originated and 
whether it is an ordinary, or a coin-box, call.

After the level-l-and-O relay-set has sent forward the class-of-se-vice 
digit, it then repeats the rest of the subscriber’s dialled digits following 
the initial digit 0, to enable the controlling register to set up the cai 
through the network.

(b) The major advantages of providing a common group of junc
tions from the u.a.x. to the g.s.c., rather than separate groups for 
levels i, 9 and 0, are that

(i) a common group of junctions has a better traffic-carrying 
capacity for a fixed number of circuits than have segregated 
groups of circuits, and

(ii) the u.a.x. register-access relay-sets at the g.s.c. can be common to 
all u.a.x.s served by the g.s.c,, irrespective of the originating 
charging-group.

Q. 7. (a) Describe the arrangement made to ensure that a subscriber 
is given a full initial metering period when originating an s.t.d. call.

(b) List the features desirable in a signalling system used to operate 
meters located at a subscriber’s premises, and describe a signading 
system which would meet these requirements.

(0) Describe a subscriber's private meter for use with such a system. 
Use sketches to illustrate your answers.

Am 7. (a) See A.6, Telephony C, 1971. Supplement, Vol. 65, p. 33, 
y I97>'. ' ' ■

(b) See A.6, Telephony C, 7969. Supplement, Vol. 63, p. 58, Oct. 1970.

Q. 8. (a) With the aid of sketches of voltage waveforms, describe a 
circuit in which transistors may be used as an electronic store.

(b) Describe those factors taken into account when selecting a 
transistor to be used for relay operation. Explain why it is sometimes 
necesssay to provide protection for the transistor, and describe how this 
Is dnne.

Use sketches to illustrate your answers.

A. 8. (a) Slketclh (a) shows a typical toggle circuit, using transistors, 
which can function as an elcclrnnic store. The voltage waveforms at 
various points in the circuit are shown in sketch (b).

Assuming transistor VT1 to be in its conducting state, then tran
sistor VT( is non-conducting, since the collector of WT1, and, hence, 
the base of VT(, is at ~70 volts. Therefore, as the collector ofVT2 is

A. 6. (a) The sketch shows a simplified trunking diagram of the 
arrangements at a unit automatic exchange (u.a.x.) and its group 
STWtahmg centre (g.s.c.) for providing s.t.d. facilities to a subscriber 
served by the u.a.x.
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at earth potential, VTl ri maintemed in a stable conducting condition, 
smce its base -mutter junction is forward biased.

Referring to sketch (b), if a l°--/olt negative-going puke .s apphed 
to the SET.inpin, capacitor Cl transfers this puke to the base of VTl, 
the potential of whreh then fads from just above — 1 ° vo|it to approxi
mately — 20 volts, before rising exponenttally back to —lOvolts. 
Thus, VTl switches off, and, as its collector potentiaa rises towards 
earth, the tase-emitfer junction of VT2 becomes forward biased, and, 
hence, VT2 conduce. Ther-for-, foe colkctor pot-niial of VT2 faHs 
from.-arih to —1° vons, winch maintains VTl rn foe non-conducting 
condition. Thus, tbe set puke ri stored, m that the coflector of VT2 .s 
now at a potential of —10 volts.

When tt ts desired to erase the memory, a W-voh negative-going 
pulse — applied re the reset mput. Capadtor C2 transfers ta puke 
to foe base of VT2, the poi-ntial of which then fobs fromjust above 
— ^vohs to approximately — 20vo|it, before rising exponentially 
back.to —tovohs. Thus, VT2 swttch-e of, and the basie-eimtter 
Junction of VTl now becomes forward brised, smce the coflector potentlal of VT2 rises towards earth and VTl now conduct, .ts 
—lO-vdt collector potential maintaining VT2 m the non-conducting 
state. Thus, the reset pulse -ratet the store.

• c)

COLLECTOR g 
POTENTIAL 
( VOLTS)

TRANSISTOR 
TURN-OFF 

POINT
TIHt—■

^|WITH OtODE , 

! ¿-WITHOUT DOPE

•d)

(b) Sketch (c) shows a relay operated by a transistor. A transistor 
used for such a purpose must poss-se

(i) euf^lci-nity-htgh current gain, such that, with minimum base 
current flowing, the collector current is enough to ensure that 
the transistor is saturated,

(ii) a folector that can withstand at leatt the supply voltage, E 
volts,

(Hi) a low collector leakage current, such that, when the transistor 
is turned off, this current is below the minimum hold-current 
for the relay,

(iv) sufficient power dissipation at the maximum value of collector 
current, and

(v) rapid turn-on and tuin-off times.
The diode across the relay is necessary to protect the transistor when 

it turns off, since a high voltage is induced across the relay when the 
current througii it collapses. If this voltage is greater than the maxi
mum collector voltage allowed for the transistor, then the transistor 
could be des-oyed. Because the induced voltage across the relay 
tends to make the collector-side of the relay negative, when the voltage 
exceeds E volts, the diode becomes forward biased and, so, clamps 
the collector voltage at a value which cannot exceed E volts (see 
sketch (4°).

However, the diode provides a low-resistance path for eddy currents 
in the winding and, so, increases the release lag of the relay.

Q. 9. (a) Describe the facilities given by an s.t.d. controlling register
translator.

(b) Explain, with the aid of sketches, the operation of any type of 
translator used to give s.t.d. translations.

A. 9. (a) An s.t.d. controlling r-giste--transtator has facilities for
(i) storing up to nine digits,

(ii) examining up to the first five digits for translation purposes, 
(Hi) sending the fee digit and up to ssx transsation digits, followed 

by the appropriate repeated digits,
(iv ) forc--r-leastng the forward equipment, and providing a signal 

to the r-gisi-r-acc-st relay-set to cause it to return number- 
unobtainable tone if a spare or barred code is received, or 
there is delayed dialling-in during the first seven digits,

(v) applying a 4s ttme-out period after the seventh digit (and 
eighth, if received), such that, if no further digits are received 
in that time, dialling-in is assumed to have finished, and 
sending is completed,

(w) delaying the sending of the penultimate digit untti the fin! 
digit has been stored,

(vt) assoocaamg a signaling system multi-frequency No.25-nd—,/ 
rec-ve-i if required,

(viii) alternative routing, and
(ix) disconnecting ttself from the call on completion of sending.

(b) See A.2, Telephony C, 1970. Supplemennt Vol. 64, p. 39, July 
1971.

(to be continued)
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